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INTRODUCTION 
Through the exposurA to the integral workings of an 
administrative position, a pr'lnci.pal can �ain necessary insight 
and training which will enable him to better function in su�h 
a capacity and prepare him to assume a superintendency. 
With this thought in m)nd, determination of this project 
was made. I had been hired as principal at Kinmundy-Alma Hi�h 
School. I had been an assistant principal in a junior high 
school but had never had a principal position and had never 
worked with high school students in an educational setting0 
After an initial meeting and discussion with Dr. Donald Smitley, 
Eastern Illinois University, Charleston, I11inois, a decision 
was made to treat this new position as an internship under the 
supervision of Mr. Richard Yandell, Superintendent of Kinmun<ly­
Alma Unit District #.301, Kinmundy, Illinois., 
The Kinmundy-Alma Commun�ty Unit Di8trict has three educa-
tional centers. The hi.P,h school facility, administrative offices, 
and the bus garage are located in the same complex in Kinmundy • 
. 
The elementary school, grades kin<largarten through six, is located 
approximately a mile east of the high school in Kinmundy. The 
junior high school, grades seven a nd eight, is located in Alma, 
Illinois, five miles·south of Kinmundy. 'fhe total enrollment 
at the high school for the 1979-80 school year is 2000 
1 
2 
The administration staff at the tiigh sr.hool com;j sts of a 
superintendent and a priTld pal.. There are f-i ftecn cert) fiPd 
faculty members on the staff, one part-ti.me nm."St:?, one l:ibra1-y 
aide, one bookkeeper, two full-time and one half-time secretaries, 
two cooks, three full-time custodians, four part-time custodial 
workers, one full-time bus mechanic and seven bus drivers.. The 
seven bus drivers transport all unit students. An independent 
contractor transports all special education st\1dents to t.he 
Salem Center. There are fifty course of.feri.ngs at Kinmundy 
High School. 
The purpose of this interrwhip is to give prospective 
administrators an opportunity to 1earn through application of 
the principles and theories taught i.n university administrative 
classes. The idea is that through the internship , one would be 
exposed to many adm:inistrative duti es in order to gather from 
t�em a variety of learning experiencos .. 
Approval of the project was obtained from Mr. Richard 
Yandell, Superintendent, and wan begun in September , 1979. · 
Due to a change in admi.nistration, and the cnmpletion of 
a new high school building, th'e outline for the approved project 
was as follows: 
1) I · would keep a weekly log of my field experi.encf� from 
the beginninr, of the first semester, September, 1979, through 
the end of the s emester, January, 1980. 
2), I would be responsible for the revisjon and preparation 
of a new student handbook. 
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)) I would be responsible for a complete curriculum 
revision to be implemented in the 1980-81 school year. 
4) I would attend regularly scheduled Board of F.ducati.on 
meetings and any other administrative meetings as deemed appro­
priate by Mr. Yandell. 
5) I would also be involved in other sp<�cial projects as 
detennined by the superintendento 
(a) M0nthly calendar 
(b) Preparation of a daUy school bulletin 
( c) r:mergency information form 
FIELD F:XPEltIENCE LOO 
Weekly Summary 
August 20 - 24, 1979 
I met with the administr&tive staff of the Kinmundy-Alma 
Unit District; Mr. Richard Yandell, Superintendent, Mr. Harold 
Jones, Principal of Kinmundy Elementa ry School, Mr. Dale Jahr&us, 
Head Teacher at Kinmundy Junior High Schuul. We discussed and 
made plans for the opening of nchool, and for a teacher work­
shop to ·be held on the 27th. Bocatwe of a chanr,e in adnr:i.nistra­
tion and the resignation of the high school principal, much time 
was spent discussing and planrd.n� for prublems to be encountered 
as a result of no pre-registration on the hi�h school level, no 
planning for the academic year and no cJ ass schedul inf� or t.eacher 
assignmentso 
I prepared a list of teacher instructions, hecame familiar 
with the outlay of the school. buildin�s and with records and fonns 
currently being used by the sy�tem, and met with the c11�1todi al 
staff and other non-certified employees of the district . 
I prepared the agen1fa for the� teacher workshop. 
August 27 - 31, 1979 
I prepared the daily school bulletin. (Appendix A) 
I attended the weekly principals meeting. This is held 
every Monday morning . 
I conducted the teachers workshop, advised teachers of 
the schedule, set up registration for students coming in on the 
28th, and advised the teachers of assigrunents4 
I prepared the monthly calendar of ev�nts for f>eptember·, 
(Appendix B) 
The guidance counselor met with me, and we rP.adjusted 
schedules and cJ asses to better meet the ri�eds of both teachers 
and studentso 
I supervised the distributi.on of textbooks. 
We held a student assembly advising students of the change 
in procedures a nd general rules and reP.ulations that would be 
in effect for the new school year concernin1� ha 11 passes, changP. 
in the grading system, change in weekly schedule and that the 
campus would remain open. The open c�pus poli.cy would be re-
viewed at the end of the first semester. A vocatiom1l cooper-
ative program was to be initiated this school year. The bus 
routes would be changed with the consolidation of routes, 
eliminating one route. 
I arranged trar1�portation for two baseball games which. I 
--attended and supervised. 
I met with the coach int� staff and the Di rector of Music 
to coorcti.nate practices and performances because mnny of tha 
students participate in both. 
' 
September 4 - 7, 1979 
I prepared the daily school hulletin. 
I ,attended the weekly pri nd pal::; meet i.nr,. 
I arranged transportation and supervi.sect three baseball games. 
I arranged a meeting with the persons who provi.de contractual 
6 
transportation services for special educat.,ion students to be 
bused to the Salem Attendance Center for services. I also met 
with the Director of Special Education Ser�ices of Salem High 
School to coorrlinate the special ed ucati on program for the nirn� 
Kinmundy-Alma HiRh School students. 
I met with an out-of-dl.strict student, his parents, and 
the out-of-district superintendent and made arran�ements for the 
student to attend the Kinmundy-Alma HiP,h School. 
I met with the student counci."I advisor· who handles all 
concessions at the sports activi_ ':�es, to coordinate and pl ;m 
for the yearo 
I conducted a teacher meetin1� and we discussed semester 
classes for the school year 1980-Bl. Prior to this time, if a 
student passed one semester and failfld the other, the student 
received no credit for the course for the yenr. As assigrunent was 
made at this time for each department in t.,hc ri gh school to att,end 
a designated board meeting and give an ove rview of th� department. 
The revision of the studont handbook was di.!'\cusse.d and teacher 
input was solicited. 
I distributed school vehicle trip tick�t� to be used by 
all school personnel and students for school owned vehi.c'les 
during the ·school dayo 
September 12 - 14, 1979 
I prepared the daily school bulletins. 
I attended the weekly principals ineetiug. 
I arranged transportation and supm'Vi s ed three baseball p,ames. 
I met with the head cook and kitchen staff and discussed the 
7 
operation and procedures for the cafeteria for t.he new year, at 
which time the study hall in the caf�teria preceedinE:� thn lunch 
hour was moved to the Media Center to better facilitate the 
preparation of the cafeteria for lunch. 
I attended ttw month1y Honrd of Education meetin�:. 
(Appendix C) 
I met with th1� custodj al staff and discussed vandali sm 
during the school day. 
I met with Dr. Smitley, my advisor from Jt:astern Illinois 
University, and Mr. Richard Yandell, Kinmundy-Alma Surerintendent, 
and discussed the procedure for completion of the field study 
for the Specialist Degreeo 
September 17 - 211 1979 
I prepared the daily staff bulletins. 
I attended the weekly principals' meet ing. We discussed the 
Illinois State Boal'd of Educaticn visit that had been cancelled , 
the parent-teacher conferences for the end of the first nine-week 
period, the demolition of the old building, and the :rncti.on ' to be 
held to dispose of the remaininf� items in the old building prior 
to demolition. The date set for the auction was September 28. 
I arranged the senior picture schedule wi.th the photographer 
and· students. 
I met with the yearbook staff and sponsor to dicuss 
schedules and deadlines for the yearbook.. Thi.s included 
scheduling of athletic and group pictures o 
I attended the Midland Trail Conference M�eting at Flora 
as the official administrative reprei:>entat.ive frOITl t.he Kinmundy-
8 
Alma District. Discussion was on standardization of trophies, 
tournament dates, the including 01' girls basketball as a con-
ference sport for the school year 1980-81, with the final de-
cision to be made at the Spring Conference Meeting. 
I met with the sponsor anci. officers of the student council 
and discussed the program plan for the year which included 
schedule of activities and workers for various projects. 
I arranged transportation and supervised three rep,ular 
season baseball games plus a Kaskaskia Area Baseball Tournament 
at Kaskaskia Collep,e. 
I met with the parents of a sophomore b�y who had been ill 
with cancer a nd was going to attempt to attend shcool half days. 
We agreed to work with the fami l.y i.n any way poss'i ble for the 
benefit of the student. 
September 24 - 28, 1979 
I prepared the daily school bulletins. 
I attended the weekly principals' meetinr;.. We continued the 
discussion on the auction, we rliscussed earl.Y dismis�;<il on tfovember 
1st and 2nd for parent conferences, we set the date and. ti.me for 
the auction for 11:00 AM on saturday, September 29th, and we agreed 
that the superintendent and I should be available to assist and 
::;upervise the auction. We discussed the staffing of a Dpecial 
education student and set the date of October 1st for the multi-
disciplinary conference for the ;,pecial er::!."<'atio11 �tudent .. 
I was acting superintendent the 25th through the 27tli while 
' 
the superintendent was attending admini�trC.Ltive meetings at SDJ, 
Carbondale, Illinois. 
' . .  
9 
I met with the junior class sponsors and officers in 
preparation for the Jun ior Carnival to be helci Octobc1· 13. 
I supervised the Midland Trail Conference Baseball 
Tournament hosted by Kinmundy-Alma School. 
I ached�led a teachers meeting to discu�s the removal of 
u�eable equipment from the old buildinp, to the new building. 
I arranged transportation and supervised the first girls 
volley:.-ball game. 
I p repared the monthly calendar of events f'or October. 
I attended a meetinp, of tho National llonnr Society members 
with the guidance director who is the sponsor. 
I worked with the custodt;i 1 s t,qff in preparation of the 
. 
auction to be held on Saturday. 
October 1 - 5, 1979 
I prepared the daily school bulletins . 
I attended the weekly principals meetinP,. 
I coordinatP.d a multi-disciplinary conftnmce for a female 
special education student involving the p:1rents, a psycholor,ist, 
··.the guidance counBelor, the Director of Special Educ at.ion >ervices 
from Salem High School and myself' for thn pl<tcement in lhc hiP-h 
school program. 
I arranged transportation and SUp"rvised the finals of the 
Midland Trail Conference Baseball Tournament at Noble. I super-
vised two girls volleyball games. 
I ,arran?,ed with the Kaskaskia Special Education Distriet, 
, 
the psychological testing of a male hi�h school student who had 
been referred the previous year but had not been tested due to 
JO 
parental opposition. 
I arranged another multi-disciplinary conference for place­
ment of the male special education student in the Salem Program. 
I attended a vocational rneetinp, arranged by the Illinois 
State Board of Education to disseminate information relative to 
reimbursement for the vocational pro�ram. Arrangements were 
made at this time with Mr. Jack Rawlinson to come to Kinmundy-
Alma and assist in evaluating and updating a program that had 
been allowed to deteriorate which caused the district to lose 
reimbursement funds. 
I attended the annual Three County Teacher Institute at 
Kaskaskia College, for teachers and administrators. 'fhis includes 
Marion, 
·
Clinton and Washington Counties. 
I held a brief teachers meeting advising the teachers of the 
parent-teacher conferences at the end of the first nine-week 
p�riod of school. Students wi\1 be dismissed at 11:30 with the 
conferences to begin at 12:30 on November 1 and 2. At this time 
I requested that each teacher prepare a semester course des�rip-
tion for each subject taught in preparation for the new curriculum 
guide for the 1980-81 school year. 
October 9 - 12, 1979 
I prepared the daily school bulletins. 
I attended the weekly principals' meeting. 
I attended the executive committee meeti11g of the Midland 
•rrail Conference as representative of the Klnmundy-Alma District. , 
I supervised the preparation for the Junior Carnival to be 
held on October 131 and the voting and election o.f the queen and 
11 
her attendants. 
I met with the custodial staff and the junior class sponsor 
in preparation for the carnival. 
I arranged transportation and supervised two girls volleyball 
games. 
I attended the monthly Board of Education meeting. 
October 15 - 19, 1979 
I prepared the daily $Chool bulletins, 
I attended the weekly principals meeti.ng. We discussed the 
evaluation of all non-tenured teachers and set the date of Decem-
ber 1, for completion. 
I arranged transportation and supervised three girls volley-
ball games and made arrangements for the conference tournament at 
Louisville. 
I me·i with all seniors and the �idance director relative to 
g�aduatian requirements, credits, and eligibility. 
I he;.d a teachers meeting and dtscussed and developed a form 
t.hat woulc;. contain necessary emergency in.formation in case of a 
· ;student ai�cident. This information was not available prior to this 
•ime. (Arpendix F) We also discussed semester courses for the 
: 980-81 stnool year and appointed a committee tow ork on the 
I 
� · 
.� 
�chedule ,,1d course description which would be due by November 1. . .. ., 
� �tober 2i - 26, 1979 , 
I pr�,i>ared the daily school bullet ins. 
I �t��nde<l the regular weekly principals meeting. 
? 
I arr1nged transportation and supervised three girls volley­
}. 
t .ill games � 
:; 
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I met with Mr. Jack Rawlinson, DAVTE, relative to vocational 
planning. I worked with the band director in preparation for two 
parades the Kinmundy-Alma Band was involved in on the week-end. 
I called a student assembly for the d istribution anci explana­
tion of the new student handbooks. (Appendix D) 
I met with the student council and advisor on the election of 
the Homecoming Queen and attendents. 
I worked with a community eroup in preparation for a fund 
raising projeot L.tsing the school .facilities for a benefit for the 
previously named student with cancer. 
October 29 - November 2, 1979 
I prepared the daily school bulletins. 
I attended the weekly principals meetin� and discussed the 
coordination of the school buses for early dismissal for parent­
teacher conferences. 
I prepared the state report on total enrollment. 
I discussed with the superintendent the preparation of the 
vocational report. 
I arranged transportation and supervised two girls vol hiy­
ball games. 
I prepared the monthly calendar of events for November. 
I arranged with the Armed �ervi�es nepr�sentative for juniors 
and seniors to take the Armed Services Vocational Aptitude Battery. 
I met with the committee on curriculum revision. 
I met with the photographer and set up a schedule for retakes 
of students for the yearbook. 
The later part of the week was spent with Open House and parent­
teacher conferences. 
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November 5 - 8, 1979 
I prepared the daily school bulletins. 
l attended the weekly principals' meet.inr,. We rliscussed the 
need to increase reserve seating in the high school gym in pre-
paration for the up-coming basketball season. We discussed the 
open vs closed campus and student couduct. We made the recommen-
dation to stay with the open campus policy. 
I arranged transportation and supervised three girls volley-
ball games. 
I assigned the art instructor to supervise the painting of the 
reserved seats in the gym; the art class had volunteeren to do this 
project. 
I attended an area principals' meeting at Greenville College, 
sponsored by the college. Since we had a choice of sessions to 
attend, I chose to attend sessions on Discipline, Trends in Edu-
cation, and Pending Legislation. 
' 
I attended a DAVTE planning meeting at the Holiday Tnn in 
Mt. Vernon. 
I met with the teachers to present a proposal from the student 
council to provide a good student privile�� area in the concession 
area of the gym. The teachers were asked to critique the proposal 
and make suggestions as to eligibility and rules of eonduct go,,ern-
ing the privilege. 
I began teacher evaluations on non-tenured teachers. 
November 12 - 16, 1979 
I prepared the daily school bulletins. 
I attended the weekly princi.pals' meeting. We discus::;ed the 
lL 
installation of an exhaust fan in the teachers� lounge. 
I attended a vocational meeting on the one and five year 
plan at the Bonanza Restaurant in Mt. Vernon. 
I was invited and judged a speech contest at the Selmaville 
Elementary School in Salem. 
I met with the representative of Balfour, t.he supplier of 
caps, gowns, and announcements for seniors to arrange a meP.t.ing for 
seniors to choos� styl� and design. A meeting was set for Novem-
ber 9. 
I continued the evaluation of no�-tenured teachers. 
I arranged transportation for seniors to attend a career day 
at St. Anthony's Hospital in Effingham. 
I arranged transportation and supervised the Di.strict. Girls 
Volleyball Tournament at Noble. 
I met with the community group and made final preparations 
for the benefit program for the cancer student to be held Sunday, 
November 18. 
I attended the monthly Board of Education meeting. 
November 19 - 21, 1979 
I prepared the daily school bulletins. 
I attended the weekly principals' meeting and we a�reed that 
school should be dismissed one hour early prior to Thanksgiving 
vacation. 
I attended a Midland Trail Conference Executive meeting at 
Louisville. We discussed a nd agreed to add the girls basketball 
I 
liB a conference sport. We heard a presentation by a .Josten 
salesman on standard�zation of trophies and plaques. No decision 
15 
was made. There was a lengthy discussion on transportation costs 
regardi.ng-'llports and athletic activities. 
I checked to make sure that all reserve seating had been 
completed in preparation for the first boys basketball game to 
be held this week. I supervised the fir�t horne game of the season0 
November 26 - JO, 1979 
I prepared the daily school bulletins. 
I attended the weekly principals' meeting. 
I attended with the superintendent, head cuztodi�n, and the 
elementary school pri?lcipal, a state meeting on energy conservation 
held at Vandalia Junior High School. 
I supervised Homecoming Week act.iv5t.i.es which included; 'Lick­
em. Day1 1 ''Silent Dash Rally Day', 'Hornet Fan Day•, 'Coach Carling 
Day', and 'Salute Day'. Other activities were a Bonfire Rally, 
Snake Dance, Spaghetti Supper, and the Coronation of Ho!llecoming 
Queen. 
I met with the seniors to measure for caps and gowns. 
I arranged transportation and supervised two boys basketball 
.games. 
I finalized evaluations on non-tenured teachers end met with 
each teacher to discuss the evaluation. 
I completed the quarterly vocational report for state 
r.eimbursement • 
I prepared the monthly calendar of events for December. 
December J - 7, 1979 
I prepared the daily school bulletins. 
I attended the weekly principals' meeting. We discussed the 
16 
energy meeting and how the information could be ad�pted to tl1e 
Kinmundy-Alma School District. We also discussed the maintenance 
of the buildings. 
I arranged transportation and supervised two boys basketball 
games. 
I coordinated a workshop with Kaskaskia College Auto 
Mechanics Department with the vocational program at Kinmundy-Alma. 
I met with the curriculum committee to finalize the new 
course plan for the school year, 1980-81. 
I coordinated the pre-ticket sales and made transportation 
arrangements for the St. Elmo Invitational Holiday Tournament to 
be held the week of the 10th. 
December io - 14, 1979 
I prepared the daily school bulletins. 
I attended the weekly principals' meeting. We discussed the 
possibility of installing a burglar alann system, scheduled non-
certified personnel for work during the Christmas break, discussed 
coordination of Christmas programs between tllH �l.ementnr.Y school and 
.the high school becaus� the same equipment would be used for each 
program. The decision was made' to hold the elementary pro�rRm on 
Thursday and tho high school program on Friday afternoon. 
I rode the bus and supervised �tudents and fans at the basket-
ball tournament in St. Elmo three evenings. 
I conducted a teacher meetinp, a nd distributed a first draft 
of the c curse descrtption booklet and tentative class schedules for 
' 
the 1980-81 school year, to be reviewed with suggestions and/or 
additions to be considered by the staff. 
17 
I met with the annual staff to discuss sel"J inc n.rlvcrti.sen1ents 
for the yearbook. 
I met with the FFA and FHA sponsors in preparation for the 
Sweetheart Dance coming up in the early part of the new yca1· and 
discussed the election of the king and queen canrtidates and 
possible dates for the dance to be held. 
I met with the Director of the Media CentP.r to review school 
policies in checking out reference materials. 
I met with the counselor from BC MW, a federal work 
program involving Bond, Clinton, Marion and Washincton Counties, 
to evaluate the CETA work program, and the employees involved and 
to consider adding additionrtl workers. 
December 17 - 21, 1979 
I prepared the daily school bulletins. 
I attended the weekly principals' meeting. We discussed 
different methods to repair the damaged gym floor. This will 
' 
be discussed in depth at the Board of Education meeting for bids 
to be made at a later date. 
I met with the representative from I T & T who presented a 
program to the seniors on employment ruid educational requirements 
in the field of communications. 
I attended the monthly Board of �ducation meeting 
I met again with the FFA-FHA committee concerning the Swe�t-
heart Dance and set the date for February 2. 
School was dismissed for Christmas Vacation. 
January 2 - 4, 1980 
I prepared the daily school bulletins. 
18 
1 attt:1ndeci the w-eekly principals' meeting. We discussed the 
need for a part-time bookkeeper, the evaluation of tenured teachers, 
the financial situation of the district in regard to the corporate 
tax change. We discussed the opening of the P,irls basketball 
season with the first game com1.ng up next week. 
I met with the business department to discuss the replace-
ment of some obsolete business machines for second semester 
office practice course and made the decision to obtain financial 
information for a formal presentation tc.. the boardo 
January 1 - 111 1980 
I prepared the daily school bulletins. 
I attended the weekly principals' meeting. 
I arranged transportation for and supervised two girls and two 
boys basketball games. 
I conducted a teachers meeting to discuss the procedure for 
semester axams to be given Thursday and Fl'iday of this week and 
to discus'3 the teachHrs workshop to be held the followinr, Monday. 
� also ma�e the announcement that our first all-school asse�bly 
1.rould be held the following week. The faculty accepted the final 
draft of ·the curriculum guide· which will be presented to the 
I 
Board of Education for adoption later this month. (Appendix E) 
I attended, a gifted workshop in Mt. Vernon at the Best 
I 
':Vestern R·3Staurant that was conducted by the Illinois State 
3oard of U:ducation. Funding and program development for the 
1 
1.980-81 sc..hool year was presented. r. I I 
I art!anged transportation and supervised the girls basket­
\:..all lt-o.uttnament, held on Saturday, at Farina. 
19 
I called a student assembly to disseminate information 
concerning the semester exam schedule. 
I made arrangements for a United States Military Academy 
Cadet and a Midshipman from the United States Naval Academy to 
meet with prospective candidates and to discuss various aspects 
of each respective academy. 
DAILY SCHOOL R'JLLETINS 
As a special project, I was assigned to prepare an in­
formational bulletin each Monday and thereafter as necessary. 
The bulletin was a very essential part of the school. This 
was the method used to disseminate all informatjon to the staff 
and students as the fncilities of the high �chool do not in­
clude a public address syatem. 
The material for the bulletin was turned in before school 
or during the first period of e:ich day. At the end of the first 
period, I assembled all information, corrected it and cunfinned 
where necessary and placed this information on the secretary's 
desk. During the �econd hour this material was typed, dupli­
cated, and distributed to each teacher t.o be r�ad to the students. 
't'he material for the bulletin was compiled .from the master 
calendar, which contained all school events, .from teachers, 
students, and the administrat�ve offices. 
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MONTHLY CALENDAR 
The monthly calendar of events was prepared on the first of 
each month. This calendar contained the schedule of activities 
for the month and was to be distributed to all tea�hers and 
posted in all class rooms. Additions to 1the monthly calendar 
from the daily school bulletin were to be placed on the monthly 
calendar. Students were advised to use this for a �eference 
o� coming events.  
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STUDENT HANDBOOK 
In the fall, 1978, the new high school building was com­
pleted and in November, 1978, the move bep,an from the old con­
demned building to the new facility. The student handbook had 
not been changed or revised for more than throe years, was 
five pages in length, and was totally inadequate for the oper­
ation of any school system. The instructions pertainjng to fire 
drills, tornado preparedness plan, course requirements and 
offerings, student discipline, student responsibility, etc., were 
obsolete and outdated which necessitated the total rev]sion. 
The fire drill procedures pertained to the old two�story 
bu
.ilding which required the development of a complete new plan 
for evacuation. The new facility consisted of four separate 
buildings. A new plan of evacuation and dispersement to a 
.place of safety for each building was developed. 
The tornado preparedness plan also pertained to the old 
building and had to be completely revised so each student would 
be directed by the st�ff to the most sheltered area of each 
building. 
The school philosophy was rewritten and expanded. 
The curriculum information and graduation requirements 
were revised and updated. 
Student discipline and bus conduct were rewritten and 
emphasized. Students rights and responsibilities were included 
?2 
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for the first time. 
All rules and regulations pertaining to t he old facility 
were deleted and/or changed to fit the new facility, i.e., use 
of the media center, lockers, room assignments, clubs, organi­
zations, visitors, cafeteria, use of equipment, and student 
assemblies. 
CURRICULUM REVISION 
It had been proposed by the superintendent that there was 
a definite need for a curriculum revision. The present policy 
required a student to pass both semesters of a given course to 
receive any credit, which would necessitate the total repetition 
of any required courses. This created discipline problems with 
the student failing the first semester of a course, knowing he 
would receive 'no credit' for the second semester, yet being 
forced to remain in the class the entire year. It also created 
problems with scheduling students due to the inherent lack of 
flexibility t�ith this type of curriculum. 
A committee was appointed to work with me to investigate 
the various methods of curriculum revision. It was decided to 
divide all course offerings into independent semester courses. 
A. numbering system was instituted to further identify the 
academic levels of the courses and to designate semesters. Pre­
requisites were assigned where necessary. 
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EMERGENCY FORM 
I was given the task to develop a form to record information 
to be used to conta�t parents or other desi.�ated persons in 
case of an emergency involving students at school. 
The instrument was to contain pertinent informatton such 
as phone numbers, family physician, physical handicaps, etc., 
relative to a:ny emergency that might occuro 
This f orrn was developed and presented to the Board of 
Education and was adopted for use throughout the school dis­
trict. 
SUMMARY 
I was able to establish the followin� conclusions con­
cerning my field experience as a first year principal at 
Kirunundy-Alma High School: 
Conunendations : 
1 )  I was allowed access to folders of material and fi.les 
for research and/or my own information. 
2)  I had the cooperation of the superintendent, faculty, 
and the secretarial staff to supply information, answer 
questions and reproduce documents that I needed to study . 
3 )  I was invited to attend with and without the super­
intendent, Illinois State Board of Education meetinp,s in 
regards to vocational education, funding, giften programs 
and energy conservation. I attended the BxP-cutive Meetings 
of the Midland Trail Conferences, and I attended a seminar 
at Greenville College. 
4)  I was advised and informed of some administrative 
meetings which I did not attend. 
, 5 )  1'ty experience was not limited to high school only as 
I was included in meetings that involved decisions for the 
total unit. 
6)  I Wa$ given the responsibility of instituting chd11?,e and 
upgrading the high school program with the total support of the 
Superintendent and the Board of Education. 
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Reconunendations : 
1)  The person in my present position should have had 
more background information on the stren?,ths and weaknesses 
and the financial status of the district. 
2)  Du e  to the lateness of my employment, I did ' t  have 
enought time to familiarize myself with the school facilities .. 
staff 1 and the community before school officially be�an. 
Conclusion: 
In conclusion, I would like to state tliat my field 
experience as a first year principal at Kirunundy-Alma HiP,h 
School was very interesting a nd beneficial. I i;aineci much 
insight into the inner workings of the school ad.ministration and 
was able to participate in the implementation of principles and 
theories that I had learned from my univers i ty courst?s. The 
association and guidance of the Eastern Illi..nois University 
Education Ad.ministration Staff has been most helpful to me. 
This experience not only had better prepared me fo� my 
present position, but has helped equip me with the knowledge 
and understanding to assume the role of a superintendent which 
is my goal. 
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K cvfi n WU ):i an•s 
�:l;i!��·y� Ge:i.JJ.er 
<::rt;?�-!. ;;;urn ivan 
..f,r:: n rnf. Tlr.omp::. on 
9 �ong!·a t114 : : t  ·; �> 1 ; t 1 :n.t '1. d:.:� fV nnc\ v.: 1:bi i-Y wo A Aeyb.1 lA r; �•.1ms � tb.cy won over 
�:Ar:tr Ci. ·:·y J,, ·;.r, ni :I! · .. < <·;ir ?. E11grd. ·�r. orcd A6 po·i nt:; in n row and tkey 
··1ent on t:o t i. 1 20 � I), 
\ ?�cnr.e fi.Fil .;_ �  ;···· •'{ . 11 '"1 ) ' !\;, ' nn COOR":cn·.� rig f.me�g,amc5.es form to t.l2e a<. s <' 
of f:j 1J�e ".\Z ': 1 o ·. �F p >:-;�: ; :  ,·, •· 
�. :'. f) . f). 
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I u Thi.s w I i, ;  :1rob;-•l: .h• l:·e i·he last week for tbe F�A to s � H  knit ¢.:apso · we 
w t A �  ·� .. : J  1: dv.:rn !:o i·!o;·'.': .Jcu ttigh Thursday ��o :i,f you want one0 · get f, t; before 
t:hen.'. 
2 .. Tl�ere , .. ; TI br.� �1 ::: . : 1·�n·� '.�ecru.i.ter hierr:� 3rd �ovr t.omorrowo Any interested 
,kmfr< r > r:  _;vrd.r:n: '!'<.!\" 1· n l !; t:o l.�lm ln t,b\e J,A.brat:'yo 
'.L lf c! � 1Td ::�t �bo:.• �cl �·:JJ<:'! his l.un�h >;ot,en bH �.d,U be t•e<1ui red to pa.y for 
U-6-7 
:i.t... {', rr: i ndc�r ;·lv1•.: 1·o:qrns m.:\y onfly be plU.\!b·ased until 9 : 24 eacell morn'ingo ,. . . 
l}., Th':! f0J. 1i 1)· .i.ng s t:qclen\:s :.rU.A btc! a t tending t.lN FFA Con,1en'tion in Kansas · · 
r.t tv �1 :· �' r I ng t:or:11J 1: ro-" : 
, . .. . 
. . 
.· .. 
IU .. �h'.'' d nc}''� ;: 
Pam /'. ::on<Y:tt:i 
fl<_:, I Ci' '.l;.1n!r.�;: 
\:·c.� 1�nc . 1 �('\ s c� 
r ;\ �.':.! .. /:'l �;�j tn f .• ·� 
; .; .' 2 ) - 1 8  
P:::ul l:ntonacd. 
Jlou� Osborne 
A1nn Mon5,c:.1.a 
Da) ·.! W�.gone1: 
At ten i: i Oi. ·, ·'n'\l" ; r; i .  ;·, i ·?•1·l�e1�5 : 
l )  T!::. �·:.! 1 - :0 '"' • .  • :  .».1g tnrn�n·ro;·> 8 f:t.e·i: s�booll i.n Mrs� �!on�s ' room., 
l) l3ci nr; . , 1v 1r - - : " "  •.i '..i• ! ·-' t-1;:11· y<n1 twYc nnt tan:ned in� 
3) Ut"i t': ... : : · • (� ."' ;· : . . . .  !._ yc;u d:i,� tl'.J t sdJ . • 
::.) \'np -> i  i he. � ·i " " . ';. o ;  nr1t rr�turning r::J.n.<i.Y o r  bt·.ing:i.ng money madeo 
Atl':'Tl!:. t i .· ·;::11;-F 1·;: 1. : .. . : -'.: a r e :  
fu·: . ;< i  
I· i f1 'I 
·,- ·· "n · .  -- . i�: t; :1 i:: .. �n:? • .. d l:li' r. � .:ty C.i�y � Tanja Evans & Chd.s MazatH�k 
�: .. \ r.· : ... : · : 1 : ;  .. {'.-;p C:h1b v)i.J.B i.:iavc .<:OOf!e8s :l.ons o 
·1·:.: : ·,· f' "l\1 
!' c '  � , . 1 · ::: • :; 
' "  " . 
:.l : '�  b�!'1!r.et.baA � - StM�·'ll'l .fon1�s & R�onda Su J l1livan wU ..ll 
.·; " � ·· :-! t:nf:f w ). U. ).�ave ir.ow.�e:r n�.on!l. 
..J r) � ./ At./. f.J. I •
3h 
!. ''°'.1'1 �- r.:it:t� Rnt;l�n · · [. ) T , ,  • � ·l l:> 1·1i1 ·; 'l'"ln ia ;\ : :  :"·i.�:f ne·i K;.tskasld.a D�. str�<i:t of S t.t11dent 
Cm1•;: .. · � r, s p:eHi "·''·' " .  ;;11\,� •.-• ·1·� · 1 f. · '.(1· 1··�<l S;31:�1 _;.:1n/ ;1t; SUJ�E and wn :J U, wfsb berc thir?. 
br:s fl; n f h,1:<. l>: ('[11 · :··« ·\ \·: " :tA 1,-. : • •n ·; .. :i )1 :�o ,, t:,c1 f.!c.w cl. · '.\' .1 t:e w(;y;i i,n t:he new Di:; t ;d,.��"' 
St,:�i. 2 U :;t;.s::in" 
£, lkJ·. V',i [.!J;>,fns Hi i: , ... , t: · . . �, al  i>. · � r' t'l"lffO�-r-c•w 1�·�1tr:. •i'· l.L } wi tb Sen1.m1: pj.<M'.Ml'E"!B o Don ' s:  
(t;:·iq._cl·. f·e tH i I I :  ··. ; ;  ' . P.�'l · 
n . ,. , 
,<\1 I•] ?titC ;:;v.:·nt' 
Mr1n l'l �1 'i 
l)i � n !l 
'.!'c�es '.lay 
Ra ·i.d·;-
.. i:,,;.� ·,? .,:t\I 
' ... s,, 1:-·0';\Jr 
w-t n 11 bf' 
·n ..... �1�· ; �  ,, 
,. '· : :. . . .. c ft. : . r P : 
. i : •= 1� g:,::n"! ·: : r.(-' wi th X*=·P�.; !  ,. �!.!11:1;1d;:: Su1l.U.v.;in tli.td Tanja Ev;ms · 
i t' � .-· " i. : �� t;f.r· · > :- l :: .. Fl!J\ ·,;' il )I 1:.• iv.:> �f:ln'i.!��s:lons., 
r: :<,1,-, ':,·l:· .. "'c it ;. ··· '�! \Jere t.;i t;J;, S'  Pmo - .  I�imdr Rosell Paw! An@:.,11.<.::eteii> 
. , , ,. ,. ,. ·· .�d M:1 : .. . ' �: n  f:1�, U 1  h0 s r:· ! U  :·� t5,d;,,e � s "  S en�nits w � 1 l  hi2,1e 
;Ii .·· .' 
! '/ · d 
� 
(· 
· ····:·' ,,, '.?. ?1 1 1.: .. �dne:."·10; �:, .  .. I• '(� T�:.:nl· sgr, •.ift.o;; l:pJl.�.rl.e:r" No 
rl :>t '1 
·. 
�� ·ri .a !)O!·l �: t'?t·:1 mt:. ; h� ;-' tl '""'l'-"' t < H·: fo�  .. � ,.,P t-(i�. : r,·1: <.1�(1nt.:est. ,  ,,..fterf y·ntPJf.� posft:Ars 
n; () ;; n tsl·� .:· �i r: ! / ·� • • • 1 !·_. (, l' · :r- -·� ·T;i :·c?r. ·r;v·· .... ·t' 1f l :'.'\�,,� sn�•�tt'{ '"'� 11g to de.• ·�'''-�l .. '\ 
!"; � ... � t-!os A-. F . .-, :--. f · -. . .: '. !� · · -i . : '.:·'. r 1• • ·: h:·n 11 ·.� n i ::�c '(.;0 ... ' rJ .  i 
. !l Tl ,,..,., t� ,,,·� � l: �)0 · 
•; :111r:l Yf.\;rsJ t:/ 
d F. · . •  ,c- · 
�J . fJ . e 
l2-·4 .. 19 
3, T•°'i.: ic � 1 i 1· 1� · r. �  � "\-�· > p  tt.la n�r:i.: room.; i::P.c->1�1.c1 b!:? p�,<t!�ed t�P torla)r,.. It. H;,,�! be 
<J l !; r•n:·: .�!.� 0 f l'.01!1(: •' \'• )\·.' 0 
Ti: c · ·r� .. , ... p hr: mt 1\1 \I'() i·k • . .'�;u!•. cr·.:· n!p1:es 1�1:11::.1 �i.Ye 'Et"Onl r�aslcn::ld.:.i CoRiege li:e:1.·� 
I: ·J:. l•o " -.  tmuo !:To·,1 ; \ t. i 11 1· ;� ,·._;« 1·,_: .. l Junj on; :if'd �.i E!nior::; �\l �.:.•uld attend tl:ae 1ocet$.ng 
'.t . •• � , ·}.-. · lf l� be b�l:<l i n  t i,\:! r.ly•p .. 
a. Th ·: ,·e •;i U ht:! �-.n !' �. r  Fo rt<'� r irr:�i '".� 1: bcra Jrd 1..)(nnr FI":i.duy,. t\ny �n.terested .Juni.or 
c�· �;cn = c  1: n:tJ';." tr, 1 ;.· •·0 ?·i 1n f. n  t �\'! �-:.i iJr� r;;.-. 
9 t� J· : ·, ·1 c t-·i.!: A'i:tl t.1·f i .il�::·; � .. t,.1tf: �·� (· · .. � · r1r•.� : 
TLA':::· :.::.r. n:.1 .,:!·.:;(ri.:<' n ;� h c:- r .· ·. 1 1· i �  Nob\1.' ., U:n•ct;? Enr.eJ, :mrJ T·i n a  Zinser wi � !  be 
�; cJ Jl i nf.� :: ; d:,�a.� .. '"):·�· f 1·cf.b;1:?:n w l ll !t hwc ic.0nce·e�;f.d.orn:,, 
fri f1a�; · 1};.i: · · · ��i l.·: i�':l :i t  ii. 1-.1nii 1n1i l.lco P ) ."i\�;cn: hM3 t-rl U � �·.:wt? at 5 : 20., Pan bus 
1 i � ".[ l ·.::-!'" .. �· i ;. : /·/) 
() 
it) ;. ' .. ... ·/ .>..., ' • : :!J ' 
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lo F4encb Club will m�et ai:ter sci::ool i'CJ111or l°t>H in t:!r;:., �,a: ·!:: ' "' :11 
tbereo I t. '  s important.� 
. · ''  • } 
3. Tl�ere "-·il 'l be an AtbtO Ne<t!b1:ani1ts rt::{Ji"Cserit•lt�-ve t 1'(l<t1 r··.:.-.h.i: � ; ;  (:(.. ) '.-.:;"..:: 1�.e.·c 
4tbl bcn.r .:oday. A!! interested Jtad.ol·s ;:m.d Sc .. ·-i.o::(; �1iiu1 : ·1 ,  ; 1 ,  . . . . . .  ::,1'-: o.�..!. L 1 : ", 
wilic:ll 1'· ! n be b�ld in tt11c sbopo 
4. ·r,�ere � i l :.i. be an Air l:or(;E! rucrul ter bcl:'-� 3rd h:.-u:: fo··.-iuu:; " · ! �· : . t i  .. 1·,;sL�u 
JI Jmior vr Senior may tu1lk. to b.im i.u th!'.: JU bn! t:)r .· 
5:. 'l: ae:re ' 1·e s till a few seniitn·s wbo hwve nuc: h..-�.te::d ·\ n i:J· ..: i  i ;;. 1!.<·l:.  ·· . .:.':.�:tl" ).:�'. .- .-.� .. 
'I·-ne&•e t t Q:tld be t\Arned in by 1 2 : 30 toduy .. 
6. t11.ere v i  1 � b.e a 
!:eave -. t S :  20. 
adults f,i.:;;ued up 
baskecbaU gm!l{! at l.ou i sv. HJ!:;: h·1�J::y r.:i g�·j . 
Fan bu�es will.! !E:avc: �i: S : L�O .. 'l'L: 2r.e 111u s t  tc 
by t�e end of f1t.h b<n.1i: on Fd. <Y-<1;• , 
'1'i.1·:� r.> J.: ·(..:: t t1: �· .· J ·1 
:.Hi '. ; i  1K{';tli:t> !l�•J /:ll 
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B Ull.11.l� 'l' 11'1 i:· 5 9 l '.: i1 ]1 ·· 1 0  
1. Studeat Coun�il 
.
. 1ueeting 1 t:h l�our today in the A rt rno;n., 
2. DeA.tta Mulvaney bas c!eal:ed ilier clefi.d e::;m�)' i.n e r.:��1<i:b L 
3. AA :� students : I� tardy or nave been .:.1b:·ie11t y:.:i1.1 i:il�.:; t have i:il8 p :i.'l)(.1 c:r sll;i.l) b ;; J.: . :, �·� 
go:•.ng to c�.ass. 
6. Hr . li�ggins wiU. be l.Jiere &;t1c11orrm.1 a l:.  9 : UO <Lm .. \·ri d\ i'l�<� 
·Ile s u t"e t;o bring your money. 
B .addy Aliism1 SL�(�:i.· d BtBtl:s 
D•Jlo�e:i l''ord 1'urest• ii;t<i. : .. :ei." 
f.:lul. Osborne K·:::vin \�.U.IU. w11s 
f.luA Antona�ir.i 
D�bi;:i e lJ I s ::;  
Cla�·i�O!t t:: ,.�cn 
P ":;; :\ n ·:· O l°J �;n; :l 
8. !\A · UH>ney and orders .m�� h� ti.H:i 1e,-1 in fo;· �::;;;n:il.· r j•:! l:."fi .;y:� t D  Dolo r1.:a :F'or.J L., 
'th 1rs ·Jay11 Decembe� !13,, I t  yo1.1 d,.1 t.ot ord0:t.· by 't'l.�i.1 L-:a<l.'l 1•ot1 ";J :l J. A .:::s-i.h g/;t u :;;l:. i l't 
W. '!il: : li: l tr&r.ts will pTiay ton.\ u/�t J.n tt�.::: S t  .. Eb10 i�u H.i:bv t0u1·n.� >'·" 'l'bc�y will.� 1: :. ;.; t· 
l;li : s ?Cond garoeo Tl.ne f.ao t,u:rna t·d .. H. leave at 6 :  A.5 �1L1d ttet.: :) fi.ayer bMs w� H L . .  • ;..; 
«it 6 :  :'O"' Tbere wus t b.e 3u s�1.ad2ui�:; and 40 ,:1d1th�; .. ;·� ga.'?d up 1':1 neon l:od;.q,. 
q�o ; t  l;o r.ide the bus is : s .tud;;!ni:s $. ! S  AJ(.ahs ;;:n, oo , Cl.it; 1: .. u ��,:-,i· Ji.n tti . . ! :·� . . . P 
is : ;tude1its · $1.,25 adullts $1 ... U' S  .. 
12.:r;ae ceh: �e�llec.-tde-rs woulld !like to ash: .d�.;, l.!i..:Ap ci f  '" � ll 1·:· :.'.1 :!o :iL! ::c..:�:; _ i!r� \·i.t.: .. 1, 
oe t r <1ir1g for tbt: St., EJitr.a .t!oliday 'L:iurn.::�tll��·• t  Ci1.;.,\!i" ' .:!i�HLi i .;� : . i , i l.«� ·nae :..Hi:l l ' . [  
,. .,_, ... 
�s no.: CHA)' based on wb.at t.bie �hH.�e.i:'lt c-<.id��r;� de• , : ·Ui: :.d . : u  rn1 !·:::'.l :�c.:!l Ji. 1·IIiej' J·:·d , :0 )! 
·;�· :ir fans .. We L\Sk that you sltoi,1 Aer: -: 1-.i �>p L : !>.· 11 c:iii·i �u:, � . :.w 1 ,  :;1ud (�Qud spo 1.: 1 .. : .. i\, l; i ;_)_ � .• . . :.:.:.::.:.:..:.:..::.... .. :.; _.:::: .;.. • .  
11t a l  ii. U .. rot!S! � ! �Ever, if y�u do t 1 '  ( .::�cc.� v.1.l. tb " .. :;d' ] .  :·. lie: cm: ' L �.:h• �:/.;. :; •, r» •\i•" 
by ou .:se.�ves P so ·pleas� i.lle1lpo 'l'ba.:k )."1)1/. •. 
..  
13. '.lb s p1lett !'.or good spGt'�SLilanslilit? ;l:; li:l 1:\::� i- ·; J n t. f. !.v1�.e \1h.o h._ttJ·� t e u 1  lco i n 1.: at 
e;h,. :  p ievj..ous !Sall CS o Plle6ioc do nc:i t. b.:..•) l er·  i �{!;:l:; J C -. 
·� . Q . 
l )  \- : 
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BUU.E'l'IN f,!61 
l o  Tl '.e followi'ng students L"av� c!eat"cid i.:.ll��.-� ddi�: ;  .. � ; � d ·.:: s : 
Chds Osborne ., Ail,�..;bra I 
.. Janet l'hompson ·" Pn: ... Algebi:a 
2o 01 ly half of the St.:ui,o ·;s have &;u rn. d :i.LI ;1;<',n0y f o r  � :l\..:iss jo:: �-.:,; ��y._; " I �  "-1: 1:: n :- :·�·.!·,· 
Sc ni >rs are interested i, n p1t:C€':l1as.4:1g o u e 11  da�y �·�:��.'._:� · twve ;:�ad r .n;dcr i�1[, it(:d i n  
t< D.>lores !ol'd by 1 th !hour. toda)r! 
:� o Tl .e �1ew FFA-F ll.a\ Sweetlal:t:t rt Ot\nc:: c Qu et�1  ,·J.nd �(A ni.l �cJ .1 J ·tda t <::; cl t-u : J\n ��Ell•: t �, � :.1 ad t ,. 
C"nn.�e Engel 11  1'anja Evmis 0 A lo.u Mcni !:al:, n.:1Ae H�·f,Ort.:: c v ::.ii � · i  Vt!r1·nn Ro£c .. 
i;o Tl e :beerleaders wouRd H.l"e to a;;k t:he hC! ! :J c [  ._,Jtrl t�·--.�, l!o 1:n�:1: ,_an!;,, w .. · .. :.!.il 'l lK 
t: yi 1g for t:be S t �  E.A!liu Holiday Tou r11<:111H�llt CbN�;-Jl::·cid:i.ug JM<. rf.L. Tlw a�1<.. � d .i '.·; 
nt t inly bused on wt'iut t'h.e chaej,·lt;a.:t1:1r.s <lo1, L�·it aJ!.!;o on buw wt: } k  tl\.-:y � t ;.u.·.n1 ·1_ 
tl ej. ,: fanso \.le ask tbr.:I: you shuw lr.. t::: o f  �;pi i·u- ; (:::ntlau �� i <.tf:rnD f:nc.l "�09.!_l .. . :.pc;_�:..'��:1�1:._ ��1.:._;l�t.:� 
al' e ·Ul. ti.rues ; �  (Ev�m :l.i you don ' t  agl":!e wi.tiL ;;i <C<.!Ll l � )  \i1 ...; Ci:1H ' t; win t-!·, i: rn!,b): 
. b� o u:seh·es 0 so p] ease helpo 1'1A�tnk )'u\.!,, 
�:o t.t te. ltion all s tud�·nts \t:h�o malte !:HCltCtD l :c .. -:Aatt:?d V:\�}:ci:..i .• ;Lt::>(;d: 'l'l'\1.: ::.lJVC i�� i. �i�Jt. b;,; 
p�: <ek !c.l up at ime o f  purdwse and turnc�d in t:o i·k· 1·:.1a o :.:  l(uf. in i i.!.•.; P.dm� . .s ,. :; t;, ;:;H 'i.c: n 
O.i fi .. � e .  
1: .  !Lei:- .� w i l l  be no girlt.s l <.rnketbal! :H<.tct: 'i.1r::e tudo.y u i· ::Oli11.:. n :1·:\;., 'l'b�r-:! w;; _c1 ,1! t;.; 
p ;  acc,ice Satu.:-day0 J)e�l.'.�;be-c l S v  a i;  :� : OU poH!.. PB�'"i.ic .!:m1 n,�d s : �,;o(!; on �·t 1-n: o ; rn �  
�.  Ti. ·e �allowing f"ret>l7toen �:l�uAd m�et .i.'.\ t.h .. : k .ct 1."•0�u �1.;h L'.'.ol.1 ,- �c, ,,y : 
/;: .. 
!ope Glofl 9 el� Sh,a t.\:; n . � tau��on i' r rl�I i�i U �·j (� r 
imui .Jo Lo:..1e �-iLis:.t1 ,)uu�::; Cl•r i ::: 0 ::.; uo LlH:! 
�a thy Powell l{� ;-;. H•ml�cra [�,� '.d. n ;·�1�•�t...;.m 
3ob Butts 
Ai yo H: wanting to �ae �·•.per o i: 11iat�d.1:1 l :-; h:r..i11 t:�:! ,:d:i: ;·<:L•1t1 �: i!�crnhl b ..!  sc .;; f.o 
.g• t .>ermissioll freiw t.bt: o LHcc oi: Ni:�; . Si.mdn:! ;·, 
J 
�;? l'l e (ealtb class· sbc.uhl go to Sl-L t:�sd;:i�1.. l�ti1 ;:,,H.·! ;: :" i· ��dy : ·iA.· \_., ;; ! .\ be h.c. , :l :i : i  
c: e ·:afetei:ia , 
i O-. 'ff e !ornets \.1il l  ph\y I:i�.·ownstown i.: 1rn l  gll•.i: i L1 tbt: ;:· �. r: � :::\. '.t . H  -'i.'..' '1'ou 1·r .. : : � 
'fl e .:an bUSf!S wi.lll. lcavi: al; 5 : 30 p . rn o  ai.1d i:hc� ;H. a.!·' 1 h:�; ·�:i ) 'I · .� ;,p1� al: 1· :Ui.lv 
Ai ai t.,  there: must be 30 students s i gi.tC.!Q Mt:· �·o ;·:-1'.�(! �I . a : i.:rl-i:d· b1.:; 0 ·40 ;,: 1 . ·-�] i,;:;; 
· sl  ou td �l.gn up by no(m i oday i11�<0l."dcu tr.• k.:ai·· e  lt�1 ;, ·. LlH. Lli.· . .  
n .  Tl el' � will be a mee Ung of r'FA CC\iHid U -:e:; H�xt: '!'INJ.!'Sd:1y n.i.;;,bl� r:t d :UUu B.\•.sk.-:"i:J.a!;l 
p : a�· ;ilce wi.ll be 1.iield aH.erw�rds fo"J: l\H,o bt;t} Jt .. 
t 
·. 
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JL .Teaci:bera: Tb1::re w;i.n1 b,?! a tJuJ&: \ :-i,:b L�:..c:·:.:, ..;,,:�: r,),; .  �t:ln.g « l  �: : • 1.: .. 1.,;.i.: , rm ht:.t " .�··,_, 
January 140 Cef ft!e ol�d dm.1a.�t::; H.n ll k: f;t:1'i� J1J:.l S !Uiil t1 :  30 "' "� : t.ri.J .. 
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Kinmundy-Al.ma Com. Unit #301 
REGULAR BOARD MEETING 
Thursday, September 13, 1979 
8:00 P. M. 
AGENDA : 
1. Roll call· 
2.  Bid opening for replacing roof on high school gym. 
3. Approval of minutes of previous meetings., 
4. Approval of monthly bills. 
5 .  Resolution for interfund transfer. 
6. Anticipation warrants. 
7. P.A. System for gym. 
B. Substitute teacher payo 
9 .  Pre-school transportation. 
10. Special assignments . 
11. Teacher Representative ' s  Report. 
12� Mr. Jones ' Report. 
13. Mr. PhilJ ips ' Report. 
llh . Mr. Iandell ' s  Report. 
15. Other itams as may be presented by members of the board� 
16. Adjournment. 
h6 
Kinmundy-Alma Comm. UniL #301 
REGULAR BOAf{.!) MEETING 
Thursday, October 1 1 ,  1979 
8 : 00 p .  m. 
AGENDA: 
1 .  Roll cal 1 .  
2 .  Approval of minutes of previous meetings . 
3.  Approval of monthly b i l l s .  
4 .  Resolution f o r  interfund transfers. 
5.  Anticipation warrants. 
6 .  Audit report-Mr. Donald Glass 
7. Resignations. 
8. Bus �river replac ement .  
9 .  Custodial replacement.  
10.  Report on Co-op P rogram - Mr.  O ' Leary. 
1 1 .  Teacher Representative ' s  Repo r t .  
1 2 .  M r .  Jones ' Rep<'rt . 
13. Mr. Pniilips1 Repo r t ,  
1 4 �  M r .  Yan<l el l ' s  Re�ort. 
15. · other items as may be presented by members of the board. 
16. Adjournment. 
L7 
Kinmundy-Alma Comm. Unit #301 
REGULAR BOARD MEETING 
Thursday, November 8, 1979 
7:30 p .  mo 
llGENDA: 
1. Roll call. 
2. Approval of minutes of previous meetinr,s. 
3 .  Approval of monthly bills. 
4. Resolution for interfund transfers. 
5 .  Anticipation warrant� . 
6. Approval of tax levy. 
7. Teacher Representative ' s  Report. 
8. Mr. jones ' Report. 
9. Mr. Phillips '  Report. 
10. Mr. Yandell 1 s  Heport. 
11. Other items as may be presented by members of the board. 
12. Adjournment. 
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Kinmundy-Alma Comm. Unit #301 
REGULAR BOARD MEETING 
Thursday, December 13, 1979 
7 : 30 p .  m .  
AGENDA: 
1. Roll call. 
2 .  Approval o f  minutes of previous meetings. 
3. Approval of monthly bills . 
4. Reso�ution for interfund transfers. 
5. Anticipation warrants . 
6 .  Opening of school bus bids. 
1. Curtains for class rooms . 
8. Report on School Board Convention. 
9 .  Teacher representative ' s  report. 
10. Mr. Jones ' RepoFt• 
11. Mr, Phillips ' Report .  
12. Mr. Yandel l ' s  Repo r t .  
13. Other items as may be presented b y  memb ers of the board. 
14. Adjournment . 
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KINMUNDY-ALMA COMMUNITY 
UNIT SCHOOL DISTRICT i301 
KINMUNDY-ALMA HIGH SCHOOL 
STUDENT HANDBOOK 
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PERSONNEL U N.JT #3 0 l 1 9 79-80 FY 
Educational Service Region Supt. 
Sam Nall • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  5 4 8 - 1 073 
Board of Education 
Keith Ritter, Pre s .  Kdy • • • • • • • • •  245-6124 
Russell Ros e ,  V . P .  Kdy • • • • • • • •  547-3 1 2 2  
Don Guymon, Sec . Alma • • • • • • • •  547-7704 
Ivan Wilkins-Alma • • • • • • • • • • • • •  .547-7105  
'Aaurice Robb - Kdy • • • • • • • • • • • •  547-7709 
Dwain Ford - Kdy • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  54 7-3 4 04 
Jack D .  Cox - Kdy • • • • • • • • • • • • •  4 3 2 - 7 7 9 1  
Kay Engel, Clerk - Kdy • • • • • • • • •  54 7-7 1 1 7  
Administration (Supt.Office), • • • 54 7-34 1 4  
Richard W • . Yandell, Supt. Kdy • •  547-3 3 1 5  
T .  D .  Phillips,  Prin • • • • • • • • • • • •  533 -2 1 72 
Harold W .  Jones , Elem .Supt • • • •  4 3 2 -5288 
Kinmundy-Alma Elem.School , • • • 547-7696 
Eddazane Boehne ( 1 )  Salem • • • • • •  548-4985 
Mary Bowers (3) Salem • • • • • • • • •  548-06 9 1  
Betty Branch (6) Salem • • • • • • • • • •  548-442 1 
Don Brink (Title !)Hoffman • • • • • • 495-2284 
Lou Ann Butcher (4) Farina • • • • • •  245-3 3 8 6  
Sue Courson (K) Kdy • • • • • • • • • • • •  54 7 - 7 1 7 0  
Iva Hicks (4) AlllB • • • • • • • • • • • • •  4 3 2 - 7 1 2 7  
Wilma McClelland (2) Odin • • • • • •  7 7 5 -8490 
�aren Ritter (Tr .Aide) Xenia • • • • • •  665-4482 
Debora h Payne (L . D . )  Kdy • • • • • •  5 4 7 -3 3 9 6  
Sue Ross ( 1 )  Odin • • • • • • • • • • • • •  775-8494 
Linda Smith (5) Salem • • • • • • • • • •  775-85 79 
Rick Smith (6) Salem • • • • • • • • • • •  7 75-8579 
Joanne Salzman (Sp.Ed.)Cent • • •  532-4991  
Stanley Sullivan (5) Kdy • • • • • • • •  ,547-72 0 1  
Sue White (3) Kdy • • • • • • • • • • • • •  54 7-3488 
Velma Wilkinson (Tr .Aide)Kdy • • • •  547-7653 
Clara Drea s (Pre-Schoolers) • • • • 53 3 -2 1 9 1  
Colleen Hillyard (Speech) • • • • • • •  
8lenda Hunter (3) Salem • • • • • • •  548-525 l 
Kinmundy-Alma Junior High ••••• , 54 7-3 1 4 9  
Dale Jahraus (Sci . )  St. Peter • • • • •  3 4"9-6 1 1 9  
Gary Payne (Soc .Studies) Kdy • • • 5 4  7-3396 
Richard S hipley (Reading) Cent • • •  5 3 2 -8325 
rr;nci!.:"': :-!'o��- • • • • • • ,.. . 
Gary Shirley (Eng . )  Kdy • • • . • • • • •  54 7-7682 
Cindy Beeler (L . D . )  • • • . • • • • • • • •  
Kinmundy-Alma High School ., •• • 547-7734 
tenneth Alberson (P . E .  -Science) . 54 7-7 1 16 
Denton Bra sel (Sci . )  Kdy • • • • • • • •  547-3386 
Steve Burgess (Driver Ed . )Salem • •  
George F .  Carling (Speech-P . E . ) .533 - 1 9 1 7  
Debra Gilbert (Home Ee. )Kdy • • • •  5 4  7-3498 
Linda Jones (Eng. -French) Alma • •  54 7-3480 
t .v!cCuiston (Bus . Ed . ) Farina • •  2 4 5 -3 5 6 0  
High School (Con't.) 
Tom McCuiston (Eng . ) Farina • • • • •  2 4 5 -3 560 
Raymond Myers (Math)Sa lem • • • • •  548-53 14 
Mike O 'Leary (AGR .)Kdy • • • • • • • • •  2 4 5 -3 3 1 8  
David Powless (Hist. )Kdy • • • • • • • •  547-3428 
Lois Sinclair (Art & P . E . )Sal .  • • • • •  548-2368 
Rick Tucker (Ind . Art) Kdy • • • • • • • •  54 7-3594 
Unit Wide 
Yatie Marsh (Libr .)Salem • • • • • • • •  548-4340 
Dick Vowells (Band Dir . )  Kdy • • • • •  54 7-3484 
David Gray (Guidance) Kdy • • • • • • •  54 7-7 164 
Gary Hutchinson (Mus ic)Sumner • • •  93 6-2 53  2 
C lerical 
Norma J .  Alberson(Unit Sec . )Kdy • •  5 4 7 - 7 1 1 6  
Donna Beard (JHS Sec . )  Alma • • • • •  54 7-7749 
Kay Engel (Unit Bookkeeper)Kdy • • •  54 7-7 1 1 7  
Brenda Wilson (KAHS Sec .)  Kdy • • •  547-76 1 1  
Deanna Garrett (KAGS Sec . )  Kdy • • •  5 4 7 -3 1 0  0 
Lunchroom 
Barbara Butts (KAHS) Kdy • • • • • • • •  54 7-3 174 
Opal Cooper (KAHS) J-'dy • • • • • • • •  54 7-7659 
Virginia Montgomery (KAJH) Kdy • • •  5 4 7-774 0 
Pauline Lange (KAGS) Kdy • • • • • • • •  54 7-76 1 8  
Thelma Lane (KAGS) Kdy • • • • • • • • • •  2 4 5 -2223 
Donna Wilcoxen (KAGS) Kdy • • • • • •  245-2213 
Judy Hawkey (KAJH) Kdy • • • • • • • • •  54 7-3 3 9 0  
Custodians 
Earl Brimberry {KAJH) Alma • • • • • • •  , 5 4 7-32 3 1  
Mont Ritter (KAGS) Kdy • • • • • • • • • • •  24 5-3522 
Gale Sill WAHS) JCdy • • • • • • • • • • • • •  547-7716  
Harold Simmons (YAHS) Kdy • • • • • • •  245-6180 
Robert Bassett (KAGS) Kdy • • • • • • • •  
George Feather (Sub) Kdy • • • • • • • • •  54 7-3 3 2 5  
Transportation (Bus Garage) • • • • • •  54 7-3 2 3 2  
Jerry Mulvaney (Mech. )Alma • • • • •  547-7475 
Dorothy Keen - ¥.dy • • • • • . • • • • • • • •  5 4 7-3 4 1 9  
Jane Lowe - Kdy • • • • • • • • • • • • . . • •  547-774 1  
Linda McCarty - Kdy • • • • • • . • • • • •  54 7-7795 
Gaylan Engel - Kdy • • • • • . • • • • • • • •  54 7-7 1 1 7  
Fred Miselbrook - Kdy • • • • • . . • • • •  5 4 7 -7658 
Gale S ill-Kdy • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  54 7-7716 
Sandy Sill -Kdy • • • • • • • • . • • . • • • • •  54 7-3 486 
Randy Rose - Kdy • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  54 7-7495 
}(im Harper - Salem • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  548-4 1 02 
Tony & Cora Antonacci-Kdy • • • • • • •  54 7-3485 
Jeff Garrett - Kdy • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  54 7-3 3 3 5  
School Treasurer (Bank) • • • • • • • • • •  54 7-3533 
Glenn Doolen Kdy • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  547-7 1 1 1  
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AUGUST SEPTEMBER OCTOBER 
M T w T F M T w T F M T w T F 
x 4 5 6 7 1 2 3 4 (5 l 
10  1 1  12  13 1 4  x 9 1 0  1 1  12  
1 7  1 8  1 9  2 0  2 1  1 5  16  1 7  1 8  1 9  
24 . 25  26 2 7  2 8  22  23  24 25  2 6  
{2 7} 28 2 9  3 0  3 1  2 9  3 0  3 1  
4 4/1 1 9  23/1 2 2  4 5/2 
NOVEMBER DECEl'J BER IANUARY. 
r/l T w T F M T w T F T\/' T w T F 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 x 2 3 4 
5 6 7 8 9 1 0  1 1  12  13 14 7 8 � 1 0  1 1  
12 13  14  1 5  16  1 7  1 8  1 9  2 0  2 1  n�l 15  16  1 7  1 8  
19  2 0  2 1  x . - = = = = = 2 1  22  23  .�4 _ll.. 
26 2 7  2 8  2 9  3 0  = 28 2 9  3 0  3 1  
2 0  65/2 1 5  80/2 22 10 1/3 
FEBRUARY I'iiARC.B APRIL 
M T I Yi I F M T w T F l\t: T w T F 
l 3 4 5 6 7 1 2 3 x 
4 5 6 7 8 1 0  · 1 1  12  13 1 4  *= = = = = 
1 1  x 13 14 1 5  1 7  1 8  1 9  2 0  2 1  14 1 5  16 1 7  18  
18 1 9  2 0  2 1  2'2 2 4  2 5  2 6  2 7  2 8  2 1  22  23  24 2 5  
25 2 6 . 2 7  2 8  2 9  3 1  2 8  2 9  3 0  
2 0  120/3 2 1  14 1/3 1 6  1 57/3 
rviAY IUNE 
M T w T F M T w T F 
1 2 2 3 �4) 5 School Opens VI! . s .  Day 
5 6 7 8 9 8-2 7-79 
12 13 14 1 5  1 6  Classes Begin 8-28-79 
19 2 0  2 1  22  23  End o f  the 1st.  9 Wks . --
x 2 7  2 8  2 9  3 0  1 0-26-79 
2 1  1 7 8L3 3 . 1 8 1.(4 End of the 2 nd .  9 Wks . --
1 s t .  Semester 1 - 1 1-80 
August 2 7 ,  1 9 7 9  Teacher ' s  Workshop End of the 3 rd . 9 Wks .3 -14-80 
August 2 8 ,  1 9 7 9  Student' s  First Day End of the 4th . 9 Wks . 
September 3 ,  1 9 7 9  Labor Day End of School 6-5-00 
October 5 ,  1 9  79 C ounty Institute School C loses 5-5-80 
October 8 ,  1 9 7 9  C olumbus Day *Contingent on Unused 
November 22 -23 Thanks giving Break Emergency Days 
Dec. 2 4-Ja n .  1 Christmas Break 
January 1 4 ,  1980  Teacher's Workshop 
February 12 , 1980  Lincoln's Birthday 
April 4 ,  1 9 8 0  Good Friday 
April 7-1 1 ,  1 9  8 0 *Tentative Use of Snow Days a s  S pring Vacation 
May 2 6 ,  1980  Memorial Day 
June 4 ,  1980  Teacher ' s  Workshop 
June 5 ,  1980 School Ends (Earlier if S now Days Not Used) 
Period 1 
teacher Time 8 : 30 - 9 : 20 
Mr . Alberson P lann. 
Mr. Brasel Physical 
------- Science 
Mr. Burgess BTW 
�rs. Gilbert Home Ee . I 
Mrs . Jones French I 
Mr. Powless U . S .  
History 
Mrs. McCuiston Typing 
Ia-Ib 
Mr. Mccuiston S tudy Hall 
Mrs . S inclair Art I 
Mr. Carling Speech 
Mr. Myers Math IV 
Mr. O 'Leary Agr .  II 
Mr. Tucker Ind.Arts! 
Mr. Vowells u N I T 
Mrs. Marsh u N I T 
Mr. Gray u N I T 
I 
KINMUNDY-ALMA HIGH SCHOOL CLASS SCHEDULE FY 1979 - 1980 
2 3 4 Lunch 5 
9 : 24 - 10: 14 10: 18 - 1 1 : 08 1 1 : 12 - 12: 02 12 : 02 12: 36 - 1 :  26 
Biology I Biology II p .  E .  12: 32 Study Hall 
Math I S tudy Hall Physics Chemistry 
BTW BTW Dr. Educ . BTW 
Home Ee . I  Adv. Foods/ Foods/ Home .Ee • Ir-
Housing Foods Serv. 
Plann. English I English I English IV 
U . S .  
History Geography Study Hall Plann. 
Bookkeeping Typing II Office Shorthand 
Bus . Mach. Practice 
English III English II World Plann. 
History 
Adv. Art P . E .  P . E .  p .  E. 
. .  
Plann. P . E .  RP.al th p .  E. 
Plann. Geometry Algebra I Pre. 
Algebra 
Study Hall Agr. IV Agr. III Welding 
Drafting Electricity Auto Mech. Metals/ 
Sm. Engines Mach. Tools . 
N s T R u M E N T A L M u s I c 
L I B R A R I A N 
G u I D A N c E 
6 7 
1 : 30 - 2:.20 2 : 24 - 3 : 14 
Athletic Athletic 
Director Director 
Physical Plann. 
Science 
BTW Plann. 
'Child Plann. 
Care 
Study Hall French II 
Psych . /  
Soc . Civics 
Typing Plann. 
Ia-lb 
English II English III 
p .  E .  Plann. 
P . E .  Ath.P· . E .  
Algebra II Study Hall 
Agr. I Plann. 
Woods Plann. 
Chorus 
Band 
FIRE DRILL INSTRUCTIONS 
When fire alarm sounds , s tudents s hould pass s ingle file from each 
room . Walk rapidly, do not ru n ,  do not crowd . Leave books and wraps 
where they are. 
SOCIAL STUDIES, !v! ATH, BUSINESS E D . ,  l'TURSES' STATION: 
Exit out north (end) door to the west area of the grounds to a safe 
dis ta nee from the building . 
TEACHER'S LOUNGE, PRINCIPAL ' S  OFFICE, LIBRARY, GUIDANCE ROOM, 
N: RS. JONES' ENGLISH ROOM, ARTS & CRAFTS: 
Exit out east (front) door to the parking area to a safe distance from 
the building . 
M R .  MC CUISTON'S ENGLISH: 
Exit out south (end) door to the west area of grounds to a safe dis ­
tance from the building. 
CAFETERIA: 
Exit out north (end) door to the parking area to a safe distance from 
the building . 
SCIENCE and HOME EC.: 
Exit out east (front) door to the parking area to a safe dis ta nee from 
the building . 
KITCHEN: 
Exit out west door to the west area of grounds to a safe distance 
from the building . 
BAND R00(\/ : 
Exit out east door to parking area to a s a fe distance from the building .• 
PHYSICAL E DUCATION GYMNASIU'!\/!.: 
Exit out the west door to a safe position south of the building . 
AG BUILDING: 
CLASSROOM: Exit out the east door to a position midway between 
the Ag . Building and the New Gym . 
SHOP: Exit out the west door to a safe position west of the Ag. Building . 
GYMNASIUM: 
From gym floor out west exit door to a position west of gym half way 
between Gym and A g .  building. BOY'S DRESSING ROOM - south door to a 
position s outh of Gym that is safe. GIRL'S DRESSING ROOM - a s  above . 
IN DUSTRIAL ARTS BUILDING: 
Exit out rear door (West Door) to a safe distance west of building . 
Regular fire drills will be held and each individual in the building is 
expected to study this form and know where and how to pass in event the 
fire bell rings . Let ' s  make our exits hasty, orderly and carefully. 
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TORNADO PREPAREDNESS PLAN 
}(inmundy-Alma High School 
Unit District 3 0 1  
ALERT 
The initial a lert of a tornado will normally be disseminated down from the 
Civil Defense of Marion County via intercom systems available and precal­
�brated in each attendance center. Phone , sight, or s ound will also be used 
for detection and alert. 
WARNINS 
W3rnlng that a tornado is s ighted , expecte d ,  or evident will be s hort 
blasts and continuous blasts of the bell system. 
INSTRUCTIONS 
Immediately UJ!'On proper warning that a tornado or suspected tornado 
exists, all students in the following room s :  Engli s h ,  Art , Bus . Ed . ,  Uat h ,  
Soc. Studies , Nurse Station , Teacher's T.,ounge, Principal's Office, and 
Library will exit to the center ha 11 of the building a nd p t  the direction of 
tt)e teach�rs and s taff ,assume a safe position on the floor facin'J the lockers . 
All the remainder of the High School students includin.i Cafeteria , 
Home E e . ,  Science, Industrial Arts , A9riculture, and 'Trans portation will 
pas s  quickly to the Gymnasium a nc1 lie flat ,  face down , between the rows 
of bleachers that are below orouncl level and !Juffeted with concrete, on 
the West course of s pectator bleachers . 
ALI. CLEAR 
All clear will be sounded by continuous rinrinr of 0ells . (One long 
blast) 
· 
PRECAUTIONS 
In the event that a tornado would make a direct hit of any building , 
be certain that yeur face, eyes , and ears are a s  covered by your hands 
and arms as ,.,ssible . Move closer together for more protection , brace 
firmly W 1ml'act, and breath s lowly and without large exhalations of Carbo�ioxide g6s .  Be certain that even in the event of total darkness 
that you s trike no match nor light any open flame until it has been de­
termined that no gas mains or lines are broke n .  In the event that water 
metns'�9fUM9, move to a standing position only as rapidly as you must 
t� avotd .�etng submerged by water and be careful of stri. king your head 
an� �r tw:JY with foreign objects by sudden and s trong upward or 
outw� i:i:i�ements • 
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FIRST AID 
In the event that a perilous tornado strikes and first aid is needed, 
the most prominent remaining dry and wam: structure will be converted 
into the first aid station. In the event, if the Nurses S tation remains 
intact, that will be the firs t aid station. 
FINAL WORDS 
It will remain our fervent hope that we •t�iqht never face this deso­
late situa tion; but, if we ever must, let us be totally prepared for the 
least possible error in judgement, calculation , fear, excitement,  and 
trauma . 
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PHILOSOPHY 
l .  We believe the greatest resource of any civilization is its children. 
The progres s  of any civilization clepends upon recognizing and meeting 
the needs of all children in the hom e ,  the schoo l ,  the com:'Tlunity , the 
state, and the nation. 
2 .  We believe that every individual has potentialities through which ef.fec­
tive attitudes can be developed . It is the duty, therefore, of Kinmundy­
Alma Community Unit District 3 0 1  to encourac:e and direct the physical, 
mental ,  social ,  and spiritual development of each student a long des ir­
able lines to the extent of his ability so that he will become a happy, 
well-adjusted , contributing merrnber of society . 
3 .  We believe that students s hould accept certain responsibilities: Love 
for their country and awareness of the many opportunities it provides 
for them; s incere appreciation of the freedoms and privilecres they enjoy 
a s  American citizens; obedience to the laws of the s chool and country 
and respect for the government of which they are a part; respect for , 
ancl protection of, personal and public property; development of accept­
able behavior traits at hom e ,  at school, and in the co:-,11nunity; and 
appreciation for those interested i n ,  and workin9 for the welfare of 
children. 
4 .  We believe that students need teachers who will help them to develop , 
to c;h� A - e ,  a n  to .row accor.'in to their own naturai <! '  ilit-.1 �nr', c:c..atjve 
potentia lities . Students nee':! creative, growing teachers who are aUe 
to u s e  vision and courage in pla nning improved opportunities for therr) , 
teachers who are sympathetic to the needs of stucents and willing to 
prov ide for their individual differences ,  and teachers who find ways of 
enriching their own personal lives . 
We believe that s tudents need civic leaders who help a community 
provicle enriching e;Xperiences for students , leaders who help a com­
munity develop the kind of environinent that promotes optimum growth , 
religious leaders who help chilt.:1ren develop spiritual values and a 
faith to live by , and political leaders who seed and work for legislative 
action which is in the best interest of students . 
i .  We believe that students need parents who provide a decent home , 
stable family living with optimum physical care a protection . Parents 
who live rich, full lives and share idea s , res ponsibilities , and friends 
with their children; and teach them res ponsibility , respect for laws 
and g:>od manners . 
7 . We believe that students need buildings , grounds , and equipment for 
a variety of indoor and out door activitie s ;  facilities for wor k ,  rest and 
recreation; provisions for safety and hygiene , for well lighted and well 
maintained classroom s ;  and sufficient equipment for stimulating, pur-
poseful learning . J 
8 .  We believe that for each generation life becomes more complex . There­
fore , our obligations to s tudents and to society demand continuous 
evalua tion and persistent effort to improve ways of working with s tudents 
in Kinmundy-Alrod Gu111mu111ly UnH Dfol.d.ot '.2 o l 
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Kinmundy-Alma Community Unit #3 0 1  
We wish to take this opportunity to welcome you t o  the 1 97 9 -80 
school year as students o f  Kinmundy-Alma High School . 
We are proud of our school, its goals , its heritage , and its tra­
ditions . It is our desire that each of you set a goal, strive to reach 
it, thereby becoming a contributing part of KAHS ' s  heritage and tra­
ditions which will provide you with a sense of pride a nd pleasant 
memories throughout your life . 
The success of this or a ny school year is dependent to a great 
degree on each student doing th�1r part, as it is a proven fact you never 
receive from a nything more than you give . So lets all give and make the 
1979-80 school year one to be remembered with a feeling of pride and 
a knowledge of personal accomplishment. 
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PURPOSE OF KINMUNDY-ALMA SCHOOLS 
The purpose of Kinmundy-Alma Schools is to provide a forma l  program 
of study on a high school and adult level - a program suited to the needs 
of the community, flexible enough to meet the diversity of individua l sit­
uations , and representative of the best educational practice of the time. 
The most important objectives of Kinmundy-Alma Community Unit #3 0 1  
are: 
1 .  To teach pupils to think a s  well as learn and to respect intellect and 
creative thought. 
2 .  To develop s kill!:i in communication through understanding a nd appre­
ciation of the written and spoken word . 
3 .  To develop an understanding of our cultural herita ge and to promote 
responsible citizens hip in this democracy . 
4 .  To teach physical education and health s o  that the need for the care 
of the body and mind will be understood , respected , and practiced . 
5 .  To encourage students to continue their formal education to the -extent 
of their ability . 
6 .  To maintain a sta ndard of achievement i n  the school that will equip 
the students going to college to continue their formal education. 
7 .  To offer vocational education to develop marketable s kills for gainful 
employment. 
8 .  To develop and encourage appreciation of the cultural arts among all 
students , as well a s  to offer the talented pupil a good foundation in 
their practical application . 
9 .  To encourage adult educatio n .  
1 0 .  To a s s ist agencies in developing a ppreciation for human relations , in 
developing character and persona lity , and in encouraging interest in 
worthwhile use of leisure time . 
1 1 .  To help students set realistic goals that are best suited to their indi­
vidual interest and abilities . 
1 2 .  To maintain a flexible curriculum that meets the changing needs of the 
youth and adults in our school community . 
Curriculum Information and Graduation Requirements 
The ideal s ituation for a student in high school would be for each 
student to know his u ltimate goals and future interests , and plan the 
program of studies in high school accordingly . However, since many 
students do not decide on goals until the latter portion of their high 
school years , and do not decide on careers during their early years in 
high school, it is desirable for the high school to develop certain gen­
eral guidelines for a ll students . 
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Philosophically, the high school s hould provide. opportunities for 
exploration in several fields , opportunities for specialization a nd exper­
ience, and opportunities to prepare for most high schpol education. The 
genera l guidelines would specify ::;erta in required cours es and provide 
opportunities for students to explore during the first two years and special­
ize during the last  two years . 
Kinmundy-Alma High School requires a s tudent to complete seventeen 
credits or units of work for graduation. A credit or unit of work is con­
sidered as one full year of work in a n  academic course which meets daily. 
Kinmundy-Alma High School is approved by the Illinois Office of Edu­
cation and is recognized by major u niversities and colleges as a n  accred­
ited high school. 
Special requirements for graduation are: 
3 years of English 
1 year of Mathematics l' 
1 year of Science. 
1 year of America n 
.
History r •• 
4 y.ears of Physica 1 Education .. . 1• • weeks of Consumer Education . ..  / 
1/2 year of Health Education and Sa fety / ' 
tW • weeks of Driver Education Instruction 
· ·  
6 hours of Driver Education Training 
Also a requirement to graduate from a public school in Illinois , the 
state law requires each student to pass an examination consisting of the 
Federal Government, State Government, Display of the Fla g ,  and the Australian 
Ballot System . 
Any student attending I<"inmundy-Alma High School will be required to 
be enrolled in a minimum of four courses in addition to physical education. 
Band a nd/or C horus may be taken as a 4th or 5th subject a nd the credit is 
counted toward graduation. 
Classes are categorized as follows: 
Required for Graduation: 
Category I 
English - l , 2 ,  3 
Math - 1 
Science - l 
History -1 
Driver Education - 1/2 
Health - 1/2 
P . E .  - 1 
2 hours homework 
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Ca tegory II 
Math, Bookkeeping , Science, Drafting , Geography , 
Office Practice,  Home Ee . , S ociology & Psycology, 
Civics , Short Hand, English IV , French , World His tory , 
Speech, Agriculture 
Homework as  required by teacher 
Ca tegory III 
Typing I and II ,  Welding, Office Machines , Shop, 
Foods , Child Care, Art, Housing, Advanced Foods 
A minimum of two classes from Categories I and II are required each 
year for Fres hman, Sophomore , and Junior students . 
A maximum of five school days , beginning with the fi.rst day of cla s s ,  
will be a llowed for schedule changes . 
To be considered for early graduation application must by received 
between September 1 and October 1 5  of the year for which application is  
made . 
Each application will be reviewed and evaluated by the Board of Edu­
cation on an individual basis . 
PHYSICAL �S 
The state law rer:uires that all  entering freshmen and tra nsfer students 
who enroll in 1< . A . H . S . must place on file the results of both a physical 
and dental examination .  The result of such examination must provide us 
with the record of  current smallpox vaccination, immuniza tion against 
pertussin (who�ping cough) , diotheria , and tetanu s .  We don't mean to be 
unrea sonable; but, we must insist on compliance with this law, which is 
a valid law. The only exception to this is a valid opjection due to religious 
and/or cons titutional beliefs . Forms are on file in the office of the School 
Nurs e .  
STUDENT CLASSIFICATION 
For convenience in class ifying students , certain standards have been 
established . .  The minimum numbers of units of credit required for each 
cla s s ification are as follows: 
Class 
S eniors 
Juniors 
S ophomores 
. Freshmen 
ls t Semester 
1 1  
7 
3 
Below 3 Units 
- - 1 0 - -
2nd Semes ter 
13 
9 
5 
LOCKS AND LOCKERS 
Lockers will be assigned a t  the beginning of school to High School 
students . It will be neces sary for some underclas s  men to s hare lockers . /Students are not required to have a lock on their hall lockers ; but, if the � ire to , they may, by a deposit of 75 cents i n  the H . S .  office ... ockers 
and locker partners are not to be changed without prior office approvaL 
A student 1 s  ::i c hool locker is the property of the school and must be 
used .for the purpose intended: a storage area for books , s chool supplies , 
and outdoor garments . If school officials believe that the student ha s 
placed illegal or dangerous materials @substances in the locker, school 
officials may search the locker, with or without the student's knowledge 
or consent. Lockers may be searched by school officials at any tim e .  
FACULTY AND STAFF AUTHORITY 
Students must recognize that all adult employees of School District #3 0 1  
are placed in the respons ibility of being in charge . Any lack of respect on 
the part of students towards teachers and other adult employees J including 
secretaries , cooks , custodians , and bus drivers , will meet with severe 
dis ciplinary measures . 
Regular attendance is of prime importance to a students 1 success in 
school work . Learn the habit of punct:1ality, and it will help a s tudent in 
their stay here and in their job later o n .  
Parents , students , a n d  school authorities have a grave responsibility 
to see that needle s s  abs ences a:-e eliminated . 
All absences fall into one of three categories: 
( 1)  Excused 
(2) Approved (Adm5.t) 
(3) Unexcused 
Excused is one resulting from personal illness ,  death, school busines s ,  
church ( ? )  or family obligation, dental and doctor by prior approva l ,  and 
accompanied by a phone call a nd/or a note from home valid�ting the reason 
for such absence. 
Approval is one resulting from a questionable , yet reasonable, abs ence 
which is in that gray area betw�en excused and u n-excus ed .  They must be 
s a nctioned by the a"'.ministration of the school or they will be unexcused . 
Full responsibility to make up the work rests soley upon the s tudent and 
must be met within 10 days to receive a gra d e .  Excess use of tlhis will 
result in complete denial of the privilege. 
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Unexcused are those in which the principal C :1n not concientiously 
find reason to either a pprove or excu s e .  Truancy is the greatest offender . 
Truancy carries a severe dis ciplinary penalty along with a zero for the 
time missed and no opportunity to make up the work. 
Fifteen days of absence in any school year without a cfoctor' s permit, 
or an a pproval from the school administration , will result in suspension, 
expuls ion, or failure of a years work in the event that 15 or more days are 
mis sed without a legitimate excu s e .  
I f  a student i s  absent all ,  or any portion,  o f  a day , i t  is a ppreciated 
that the student secure an admiss ion approval in H . S . Office between 8: 1 0  
and 8 : 2 5  a . m .  on the day he or she returns to school. 
Unexcused absences , unexcused tardines s ,  grade deficiencies , student 
smoking on campus or improper use of automobiles ( s peeding, reckless 
driving or use of a vehicle without the express per�is sion of the principal) 
will result in campus restrictions . 
Campus restriction is defined as:  A student will leave campus on an 
emergency approved by the principal only. A student will not leave campus 
for lunch,  s hopping for a class or any other reason.  A student ·must  remain 
:m campus from 8 : 3 0  a . m .  to 3 : 3 0  p . m . ,  and mus t  be in the properly a s s igned 
place a t  all times . A s tudent who works must have the princi!)3 l ' s  a pproval 
to leave C3mpus . Any student on campus restriction, who is found in vio­
lation of that res triction, shall be subject to further dis cipline a s  prescribed 
by the principa l .  
FACTOR DURATIO N  
l .  Student on a deficiency list • . • • •  Unti_l deficiency is c leared 2 .  Unexcu sed absence • . . . • . • • • • •  l1s j:":·--::·crJ.:ied by the principal 
3 .  Unexcused tardines s • . • . . • . . . • .  As v· ·.'.3 Cribed by the principal 
4 .  Smoking on campus • . . • • • . • • . • .  As prescribed by the principal 
5 .  Improper use of automobile • •  0 • •  As prescribed by the principal 
S MOKING 
Under no circumstance will a student be permited to smoke on carrpus . 
Restrooms , locker rooms ,  and isolated areas will be checked regularly . 
ALCOHOt /I.ND DRUGS 
The use of alcohol or drugs at school ar any school function is abso­
lutely prohibited at all times . 
PEP BUSES 
Pep buses will go to all out of town games and a normal fee of 50 cents 
per trip will be charged . If a student goes on the bus , he must come home on 
the bus . No Deviations . 
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CONDUCT ON SCHOOL BUSES 
1 .  The driver is in full charge of the bus and pupils . Pupils must obey 
the driver promptly. 
2 .  Pupils must not get into the bus or off the bus while it is moving. 
3 .  Pupils must not crowd to get on or off the bus .  
4 .  No moving about in the bus while it is moving. 
5 .  No fussing or scuffling for seats . 
6 .  Pupils must be on time . · 
7 .  'Fo sticking head or arms out through the windows , and no rude yelling 
at people along the roads . 
8 .  Pupils s hould refrain from unnecessary conversation with the driver. 
9 .  Students are to sit facing the front of the bus .  �Tever put feet on the 
bus seats . 
1 0 .  Loading - when pupils must cross the road to be picked u p ,  the driver, 
after looking for approaching cars , will beckon them to cros s .  Pupils 
must await the proper signal and then cross prom ptly . 
1 1 .  Unloading - at a ll discharge points where it i s  necess ary for the pupils 
to cross the highwa y ,  they s hould stand on the shoulder of the highway 
until the bus driver has motioned them to cross .  
12 . N o  profa nity . 
1 3 .  No "over-friendline s s "  between boys and girls . 
1 4 .  N o  u s e  of tobacco i n  any form . 
1 5 .  Pupils must not throw waste paper, gum or rubbi s h  anywhere in the bus .  
1 6 .  Pupils are not to take s oda pop on the bus .  
1 7 .  Pupils s hould report any damage to the bus at once to the driver . 
1 8 .  Pupils are not to u s e  the emergency door except in emergency s ituations . 
1 9 .  No beverages of any kind are permitted on regular bus routes . 
2 0 .  Bus drivers are authorized to as sign seats to one or a ll s tudents . 
BUS POLICY 
At times , special steps have been taken for those students who do not 
follow the rules . All will agree that bus drivers have a great responsibility 
in providing safe transportation for school children. Neither the bus driver, 
nor any one else who is interested and concerned about the s a fe transpor­
tation of students can tolerate any disturbance or dis tractions on the bus 
which i n  a ny way would j eopardize the safety of students . 
The procedures outline below will be used for students who fail to 
follow the rules: 
1 .  First Offense: The bus driver will notify the student(s) in person and 
give a written report to the building principal concerned . 
The principal in turn will write a letter to the parents 
notifying them of the problem . In addition, the principal 
will have a conference with the student(s ) . 
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2 .  Second Offense: The bus driver will notify the student(s ) in person and 
give a written report to the building principa l .  The 
principa l ,  in turn, will write a letter to the parents to 
notify them that t hey will have to provide tra ns por­
tation for the student if a third offense is made. Par­
ents will be requested to come to school br a confer­
ence in order to prevent further problems .  A copy of 
the letter will be forwarded to the superintendent of 
schools . 
3 .  T hird Offense: The bus driver will notify the s tudent(s ) in person 
and give a written report to the principa l .  The prin­
cipa 1 ,  in turn , will inform the parents in writing , 
that bus privileges have been ta ken away from the 
student. A copy of the letter will be forwarded to 
the superintendent of schools . 
After a waiting period of two weeks , a s tudent will be reinstated 
provided there is unanimous a greement among all concerned after a group 
conference involving both parents and the student. G.:::nerally speaking, 
two warnings s hould be ample for any student. The door is left open for 
reinstatement; however, the student must make decided improvements in 
all a s pects of school life before reconsideration can be made . 
*Gross violation of bus conduct will be dealt with on an individual 
basis with privilfrlges being withdrawn immediately . 
IDENTIFICATION CARDS 
Pictured identification cards will be given to each student and are 
required by our conference schools to get student rates . 
VISITORS 
Because of legal complications , no visitors shall be allowed in cla s s ­
rooms during the school day . 
WORK PERMITS 
Work permits will be issued and administered from the principal ' s  
office� Work permits are based o n  a 9 week grading period and will be 
reviewed at the end of each grading period throughout the school year . 
N o  student with a valid work permit will be permitted to leave for work 
before the end of the 6th.  hour unless unusual circumstances exist and 
with prior approval of the administration. 
Work permits will be revoked for the following : 
l .  Grade average below C 
2 .  Misuse or abuse of the privilege . 
3 .  Disciplinary action a s  the result of school miscondu c t . 
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COOPERATIVE VOCATIONAL EDUCATION PROGRAM 
1 .  All students must be Juniors or Seniors , or seventeen years of a ge .  
2 .  All students in cooperative education must be ta king or have ta ken 
a related vocational course .  
3 .  Students will be admitted only with the Cooperative Education in­
structor's consent. 
4 .  All students in Cooperative Education will be evaluated at the end 
of each semester with respect to s:'.:" holastic average before continuing 
in the program . 
5 .  All places of employment must teach s kills to the employe e .  
6 .  No student in Cooperative Education s h a l l  b e  excused for work 
before 6th. period. 
7 .  Em lo ver academic work! 
ASSE:MBTJES 
It is customary that 3 bells will signal an a s sembly. The weekly 
bulletin will announce this usually and it is traditional for Seniors to 
occupy the West bleachers to the s outhern most part , the Juniors , then 
Sophomores , then Freshmen, a s  we proceed in a northerly direction or 
towards the front of the gym . Student conduct at a s s emblies regulates 
the number and the length of time . 
K-A CL UBS AND ORGANIZATIONS 
The clubs and organizations that have been s anctioned by the a d ­
ministration at this time are: 
Student Council 
Future Farmers of America (F . F . A . )  
Future Homema kers of America ( F  . H  . A . )  
Industrial Arts Club 
National Honor Society 
The Hornet (Newspaper) 
The Hornet (Annual) 
Girl ' s  Athletic As s ociation (G .A . A . )  
Pep C lu b  
Science Club 
Library Club 
French Club 
Art Club 
Band 
C heerleaders 
S enior C la s s  
Junior Class 
Sophomore Cla s s  
Freshmen C la s s  
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STUDENT DISCIPLINE 
The adminis tration. and f,':iculty of the Kinmundy-Alma Schools subscribe 
to the philosophy that c la s s room control is a prerequis ite to clas sroom learning . 
Students who are well disciplined direct their interests , efforts , and abilities 
toward greater achievement in a s c hool s etting . We feel it is our respons i­
bility to guarantee every student and their parents that we will provide an 
atmos phere that is conductive to learning . 
The staff of Y..-A Sc hools a ttempts to function on the premi s e  that a pos ­
itive aporoach to handling discioline is e s s entia l .  The a poroach necessitates 
a practica 1 program of preventive discipline which include s �  
1 .  Recognizing the need for challenging the abilities , needs , imagin­
ations and interests of students . 
2 .  Recognizing potential problems of students before they become a 
disciplinary problem . 
3 .  Initiating action to contact the student, parents , teacher, and sc hool 
guidance counselor to solve problems before they become major 
discipline problem s .  
4 .  Giving students rights and privileges in the school, but insisting 
that s tudents a s sume the respons ibilities that go along with those 
privileges .  
5 .  Administering discipl inary action on a n  individual basis that is 
hopefully des igned as corrective action intended to orovide a posi­
tive learning experience . 
Your goal .3s a parent and our goal a s  educators is mutual; to a s s i s t  
children in developing into res oons ible adults . We feel this go�d might be 
aporoached, in part, by the home and s c hool cooperating to resolve mutual 
concerns related to your child . This procedure can be very effective in 
having parents and teachers work as a team to help change attitudes and 
behavior pattern when nece s s a r y .  Our goal is not to ounish children for 
the s a ke of punishment , but rather to i nfluence children in a n  effective way 
to teach the value and necessity of a s suming respons ibility . 
Although corporal punishment ( s pa n king) is used a s  a la s t  resort, we 
reserve the right to administer corooral punishment in a porooriate s ituations . 
Af.1Y PARENT OR GUARDIAN V!HO OBJECTS TO CORPORAL Pff�JISHMENT BEINS 
AD1VU�ISTERED TO THEIR CHF.D SHOUT.D STATE THEIR OBJECTION P·'· Y.TRITF\TG 
AND S E ;�ID IT TO THE OFFICE O F  THE PRHTCIPAL . 
The principal will prepare a bulletin each Monday, or a s  necessary 
therea fter, which will indicate the a ctivities and events s cheduled for that 
week and which will deal with any adjus tments needed . The bulletin will 
contain a nnouncements a nd genera l information deemed a oorooriate . Have 
a ll a nnouncements and points of interes t into the offices by 8 · 3 0  a . m .  for 
the i\,1onday bulletin and as needed therea fter. 
Each teacher should review the d::iily bulletin with 4th . period cla s se s  
immediately following announcements being delivered to your rooms . All 
teachers are instructed to read bulletins to respective classes . 
T.JBRARY s �JPERVIS ION 
We hope to develop the ' ibrary as the learning center of the school. 
Students are encouraged to use this facility a s  much a s  oossible. The a t ­
mos phere in the library schould be business -like and conditions which are 
conductive to study s hould be ma intained . Supervision by certified staff 
will be provided up to the limits of time available. During those periods 
of the day when no teacher is a s s igned to the library, suoervision will be 
the respons ibility of the librarians . 
CHECl<TTS ATTENDA�.TCE 
Each teacher s hould check attenda nee a t  the beginning of each period , 
place the names of the absentees on the proper administrative form and 
place the s lip in the clip provided outside the classroom door. 
A student monitor will be s elected to collect these s lips each period 
and to take them to the attendance offic e .  
A t  the end of each day the oeople i n  the attendance office will make a 
-- list of all  s tudents who have been absent during the day and for whom they 
have no adequate explanation a s  to the rea son for the absence. A copy of 
this list will be placed in each teacher's post box . Each teacher s hould 
require a permit to class from the students whose names appear on the lis t .  
Should the s tudent fail t o  have such permit he should be s e nt to the atten­
da nee ::>ff ice . 
I n  addition to the list of names referred to a bove there will be inform a ­
tiGn on the s heet indicating those students whose absence h a s  been deemed to 
be una pproved or unexcused . There will, a ls o ,  be a listing of students who 
have drooped from school or who have been sus pended or expelle d .  
BOOK. REl\JTAJ. AND FEES 
S tudents will be expected to pay book rent and other fees a t  the opening 
of each s chool term . Separate checks for each child and each item will fa­
cilitate bookkeeping and such checks will make valid receiots , although 
receipts will be g iven by school personnel. Fees will be a s  follows: 
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Bookrental and Fees Con ' t .  
1<inmundy-Alma High School -
Kinmundy-Alma Jr. High -
Yinmundy-Alma Elementary -
Book Rent 
Typing-Bookkeeping 
Chem is try-Physics 
Art 
I .A .  - Ag . Shoo 
Home Ee . 
Bookrental 
Kindergarten BR. 
Grades 1 -6 BR . 
Students will pay for damaged or lost books . 
Y.-A GRADES A�JD GRADEJG 
1 0 . 00 
2 . 00 
5 . 00 
5 . 00 
5 . 00 
5 � 00 
1 0 . 00 
7 . 00 
1 0 . 00 
The problem of a s s igning grades and the a pproach to school marks is on.e 
which has always been with us and will continue to be s o .  There i s  need for 
some sta ndardization and uniformity yet many deterrents to this goa l .  Teachers 
vary greatly in giving and a s s igning grades . This is due in part to the fact 
that teachers have different things in mind in giving grades , such as inher­
ited capacity, a bility to do and s pecific performance. It is largely the latter 
that the teacher measures or estimates in grading the pupil, that is , the kind 
of recitation made , the way the problem is solved, the correctness of the 
spelling, etc. 
Generally speaking, a teacher ' s  markings should reflect the effectiveness 
of the instructio n .  If a teacher is giving too many A ' s  such questions as , 
"Am I too libera l ? " ,  "Am I ma king the subject matter too ea s y ? " s hould be 
rais ed . By the same token if a teacher is giving too many F ' s  such questions 
a s , "Am I too severe or rigid ? " ,  and "Am I failing to present the subject in 
the best way ? " would be appropriate . The teacher s hould be able to give 
good reason for the distribution of grades and should always be able to j u s ­
tify and defend any grades given against criticism .  
It is imposs ible to take teacher judgement out of the grading s ituation 
a n d ,  indeed , we would not want to do s o .  The teacher is the expert and 
profe s s ional and is with the student on a day to day basis •. Consequently, 
the teacher s hould be the best judge of the student ' s  achievement. Y.le urge 
that each teacher weigh this matter within his own mind in an attempt to be 
a s  uniform as possible. There is no subs titute for good judgement in a s s igning 
grades . 
A sugges ted 5 points division system of marking and a work statement 
of what the letters stand for and what the teacher should have in mind in 
using them: 
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Grade A - Superior - Excellent 
1 .  Scholarship -- strong, exceeding requirements of instruct::>r 
2 .  Initiative -- c-::>ntributions exceeding the a s s ignment, s h�wing 
independent resourcefulness 
3 .  Attitude -- positive benefit in cla s s  
4 .  Cooperation -- forwarding a l l  group activities , constant and 
spontaneous 
5 .  Individu a l  improvement -- marked and growing 
Grade B - .3ood - Above Average 
1 .  Scholarship -- accurate and complete, meeting a l l  requirements 
of instructor 
2 .  Initiative -- good when stimulated by some desirable achieve-
ment 
3 .  Attitude -- proper and beneficial t'J group 
4 .  Cooperation -- good in group w.xk 
5 .  I ndividual Improvement -- s howing marks of progress and 
responding to stimulaUon 
Average Grade C -
1 .  Scholarship -- barely meeting a s s ignments and s howing 
evidence of need of encouragement 
2 .  
3 .  
4 .  
5 . 
Initiative -- uncertain and a pparent only at times 
Attitude -- genera lly neutral but not objectionable 
Cooperation -- not pos itive nor very effective and irregular 
Individua l  Im provement -- very ordinary , definite marks lacking 
Grade D -· Below Averag e ,  yet pass ing 
1 .  Scholarship -- not meeting a l l  a s signments and requirements 
of instructor 
2 .  I nitiative -- lacking 
3 .  Attitude -- indifferent 
4 .  Cooperation -- just fair at times and lacking at other times 
5 .  Individua 1 Improvement -- not noticeable 
Grade F - Work unsatisfactory and is a failing grade and hence not 
defined . 
The percentage system is u s ed in the school to determine a letter grade 
for work completed in tests , in recitation, in laboratory, :.n pre para tior1 of 
notebooks , reports , homework , etc . 
. .. ---- ----·-··-------­_ ...... -
�/ A student must pa s s  
A -- 9 2  -:- 1 0 0  
B - - 8 5 - 9 1  
c -- 76-84 
D -- 70-75 
��ch s
.
em e :· te;· �·�·- ��c�i�e cou;�-� �redit. 
F - - Below 70 
�--) 
· ·--- ·---.-. ....... 
.--------...... . -.. ..... ... _ ... _____ _ __  ...  - --
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No more than two (2) F's  per year to pas s .  
No more than one (1 )  F per semester to pass • 
.. _ __y·. E .  C la s s es must be attended for credit. 
- . . 
A student must be in attendance 140  class hours or school days to be 
approved to receive one full credit, or 70 class hours or school days for I I 
1/2 credit courses • 
··· . .. GRADE REPORTING _....-.... ......__ __ . ___ ·-�··---·---..... --·_ ........... , ...... 
Grade reporting in District #3 0 1  will be effected on the first Tuesday 
following the end of each quarter ' s  work. Y../e will use  4 regular reporting 
periods , one each (9) nine week.s . Cards will be kept with the adminis­
trative office and utilized by teachers or:i a rotation basis sensible to each 
building situation. Each principal will set the president for his or her own 
building on this matter. 
Please be certain that in cases where grade sheets are required in the 
central office that these are turned in prior to the time cards go out in order 
that they may be checked for accuracy and used for late or misplaced cards . 
To insure uniformity please use A ,  B ,  C ,  D ,  F' grades and I for incomplete; 
and when, the I is made up,  pleiJse notify office for instructions to change 
same. 
EXAM !NATIONS 
Each teacher s hould give enough written and test type work each grading 
period to get a good indication of the work his students are doing. All teachers 
s hould adminis ter a major evaluative device at the close of each grading 
period . This need not come exactly on the day the grading period ends , but 
s hould come close to the end. 
Tests s hould be of various kinds , that is , some objective and some 
essay.  
The policy is  that semester examinations are to be  administered in  all 
courses each semester. No teacher s hould deviate from this policy except 
on authorization by the administration. 
LOW GRADES I DEFICIENCY SLIPS I FAILING NOTICES & UNDERACHIEVERS 
When a teacher faces a situation wherein a student is having problems in 
achievement, he should follow certain procedures . First of all,  the teacher 
s hould arrange a conference with the student to see if the teach·er can deter­
mine the reason for the problem . Secondly, the teacher should confer with 
someone in the guidance department with a view towards finding out more about 
the student and/or arranging for the student to talk with a counselor a bout 
the problem . Thirdly , the teacher should attempt to contact the student 's  
parents via the telephone to advise them of the s ituation a nd explore possible 
s olutions . 
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About the middle of each grading period each teacher s hould send a 
deficiency s lio to parents of s tudents who fa ll in one of the above indi­
cated categories . Forms arc available in the office and arc a s e lf-carbon 
triplicate form . The originai s hould be mailed to the parent , one carbon 
should be retained by the teacher, and the other s hould go to the guidance 
office as is indicated on the form . This will be done through the admin­
istrative office of each campus . 
HONOR R.OLL_ 
The Honor Roll is a re8ognition g!ven students for superior scholars hip .  
Students are recognized in three diff�rent g.-oups on the Honor Roll a s  (?.) 
Students wi'�h a straight A average, (�) High Honors for s tudents with a n  
a verage o f  4 .  5 - 4 .  9 9 ,  and ( 3 )  Honors for s �udents with 4 .  0 - 4 .  4 a verage . 
The placings are made fer s tudents taking a full s tudent lo�d and having 
a grade recorded for each cours e .  
CHECKING ELIGIBILTY OF ATHLET� 
The Illinois High School A s s ociation requires that the eligibility of 
athletes be checked a week in advance of each contes t .  At the beginning 
of each s ports season the Athletic Directer will prov·� - � ec::ch teacher with 
a list of those who are participating in s ports . From the lis t each teacher 
will determine t he names of those who are out for a s po:t and enter these 
names on the form provided . This fcrm is to be returned for the first time 
one week prior to the first athletic contE:st of the yec.r. Each week there­
after these forms will be placed in your post box on Wednesday and are 
to be returned not later than Friday a t  noon. 
Whether a s tudent is gi,- ·� a pessing mark or not s hould be d :termined 
by a s king the following questions: "If this s tudent s hould move today and 
I had to certify a grade for him or her up to the present time in this semester, 
would i.t be a passing grnde ? "  If �he answer to this question is yes , place 
a check mark in the appropriate box . If the student is failing place a n  F 
in the a ppropriate box . 
The cheerleader sponsor will orovide i.:he nc�mes of a l l  cheerleacers 
who are to be checked in the same manner. 
FIF.LD TR!PS_ 
Well plan:1.ed , well organized and adequately supervised field t.rips 
can be a worthwhile event in any course, and we probably should u s e  the 
community's facilities a s  a laboratory more than we d o .  On the other hand, 
ill conceived , poorly organized and iriadequately supervised f�· 1.d trips are 
a wa�::. ( -. time and a contribu�or to d i scipUnary problems . Under no cir­
cums tances should a teacher �eave the ca�apus with a c la s s  without Erst 
ma king adequate preparation and nct1£y� ng the principal as to the plans . 
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K-A BUS TRIPS AND TRANSPORTATION 
The law requires the transportation fund to be reimbursed for all extra 
trips at the current permile cos t .  The '-rips which can be made are, thern­
fore, limited according to the funds available . Any teacher wishing to take 
a group on a trip should first receive administrative approva l .  \.\Then trips 
require bus servic e ,  the teacher s hould secure the request £: ... !Ill from the 
business office ,  complete the form , and file it -·.1ith the Superintendent at 
least 10 days prior to the proposed trip.  The teacher in charge of  the group 
is responsible for enforcing bus regulations . 
The use of automobiles to trans port students will be kept to a n  absolute 
minimum and subject to administrative a pprova l .  
CHEWING GUM 
It is the policy of the administration to permit each department to es ­
tablish its own rules regarding the chewing of gum by students . Teachers 
within each department s hould abide by the rnles established for the depart­
ment. 
ACTIVITY PERIODS 
Activity periods will be scheduled as  needed and on a class rotating 
bas i s .  
AC ITVITY FUNDS 
Each organization which has a n  ac�lvity fund account will be issued a 
requisition b�ok for which the trea sure:::- ,�hould act a s  a cus todian .  When 
expenditures of funds become necessary �he following steps s h ould be ad­
hered to: 
1 .  The treasurer of the organization initiates the request which will 
be in triplicate . 
2 .  The request goes to the s ponsor of the orga nization who authorizes 
the purchas e .  
3 .  The request  goes to the Superintendent who is responsible for 
checking the orga ni::-ation' s balance and approving or rejecting 
based on his findings • 
4 .  The origina l copy of the request goes to the vendor as  his auth­
orization to sell,  one carbon should b 1 retained by the Business 
Office to be matched with the invoice when submitted a nd the 
second carbon s hould be retained by the orga nization a s  thP-ir 
record of the expenditure . 
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CARE OF PROPERTY 
All employees of the school are urged to see that school property is 
properly protected. Destruction of any nature should be reported to the 
administration at once. Situations which need the attention of the main­
tenance department should be reported to the business office . Each faculty 
member should realize that it is his or her responsibility to exercise the 
utmost care in the protection of classroom s .  Before leaving in the evening , 
each teacher s hould make sure that a ll lights are out and windows and doors 
of the classroom are closed and 1 -cked. 
THE RESPONSIBILITIES OF STUDENTS 
Students , as citizens of the r;nited States , are guaranteed certain indi.­
vidual rights and have corres oonding individual responsibilities . Parents , 
teachers , and administrators have e respons ibility , a duty, to orotect the 
rights of s tudents while maintaining an educational atmos phere conducieve 
to the teaching and learning proces s .  The concept of balancing the rights 
of the individual with the rights of society is a s  valid in the educational 
community a s  in the larger community. There are certain soecial responsi­
bilities required of a citizen who is c student in school: 
1 .  To become informed of and adhere to reasonable rules and regu­
lations establis hed by your local board of education and imple­
mented by school adm inis trators and teachers . 
2 .  To respect the rights and individuality of other students , school 
adminis trators , and teachers . 
3 .  To refra in from libel, slanderous remarks , and obscenity in verbal 
and written express ion. 
4 .  To dress and groom in a manner that meets rea sonable sta ndards of 
health, cleanliness and safety. 
5 .  To be punctual and present in the regu lar or a s s igned school orogram .  
6 .  To refrain from gross dis obedience or misconduct or behavior that 
materially and substantially disrupts the educational process . 
7 .  To ma intain the best poss ible level of academic achievement. 
8 .  To re·s pect the rea sonable exercise of authority by school adminis­
trators and teachers in maintaining discipline in the school and at  
school-sponsored activities . 
CLOTHHTG AND APPEARANCE 
S tudents are expected to keep cl -, rn and present a neat and acceptable 
appearance when attending school and school functions . The ultimate resoon­
s ibility for s tyles in clothing, groom ing, footwear, etc . of a s tudent lies with 
the student and his/her parents . 
The faculty and administ� ::ition reserve the privilege of determining whether 
student dress is disruptive to the educational process or is detrimental to the 
student ' s  health or safety. 
If there are any questions concerning student dres s ,  please let us know . 
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SC I-lOOT, PROPERTY 
No· materials of any nature that are property of the school should be 
taken from the premises or put to any orivate use unless arrangements have 
been made with the administration . 
TELEPHONE CALT .. S 
Calls concerning school busines s ,  whether local or long distance, may , 
of course ,  be made on school telephones . Persons wishing to m a ke persona l ,  
long distance calls should have the charges reversed or charged to the phone 
of the person ma king the ca ll . This requires office a pprova l before the call 
is made . 
CORRIDOR PASSES 
Each student is scheduled to be in a particular place each period of the 
day .  Therefore , the amount of student traffic that exists in the hallways 
and on the campus during class time s hould be minimal . Any time that a 
student has been a s s igned to your suoervision and circumstances arise 
which necess itate that the student be someplace other than where he is 
a s s igned, it is your respons ibility to issue him a pass on the proper form , 
completely filled out and signed by you . 
LEAVIl\TG CLASSES 
S tudents are to be in a s s igned classes . Remova l of students for other 
purposes is to be avoided except in emergency situations . P .  E .  , Bank and 
athletics are to be held during a s s igned hours only . Emergency s ituations 
are to be approved by the princioa l .  
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Course Description Handbook 
This booklet contains descriptions of courses to be offered at Kinmundy­
Alma High School during the 1980-81 school year. 
All courses will carry \ credit per semester with the following exceptions: 
Physical Education @ � credit per year (1/8 semester) 
Band @ t credit per year (1/8 semester) 
Cooperative Occupational Education @ 1 credit per seme8ter 
Office Practice @ \ or 1 credit per semester (see course description 
for details) 
State law requires the following for graduation: 
English - 6 semesters 
Science • 2 semesters 
Math - 2 semesters 
U . S .  History - 2 semesters (Illinois & U . S .  Constitution) 
Physical Education - 8 semesters 
Health - 1 semester 
Consumer Education - 1 semester 
Driver ' s  Education - 1 semester 
Kinmundy-Alma School Board policy requires a total of 17 credits for 
graduation. Each student should arrange their schedule during the 4 high 
school years to include the state requirements and enough electives to 
reach the required 17 credits to graduate. 
*Course offerings are subject to change if class size dictates. 
Communications 
English 101 
This course will review grammar with emphasis on parts of speech, sentence 
structure, capitalization, punctuation, and composition. It will include a 
study of the short story and the noveJ . · as literary forms . 
English 102 (prerequisite English 101) 
In addition to more grammar review . this will include a study of library 
skills, outlining, and more composition. In literature, it will cover different 
prose forms , poetry, modern drama, and possibly ghakespearean drama. 
English 201 (prerequisite Engli�l02) 
This course involves basic grammar, sentence structure, paragraph structure, 
oral communications , and reading. 
Eng;ish 202 (prerequisite English 201) 
A continuation of the same in 201 .  
English 301 (prerequisite English 202) 
This course will cover b�0�c grammar, paragraphs , themes, newspaper writing, 
panel discussions , and vocabulary. 
English 302 (prereguisite English 202) 
This course will consider advanced grammar review, research papers, advanced 
vocabulary, ar.d locic. 
English 303 (prerequioite English 202} 
Short Stories and Pop Novels. This is a reading course for enjoyment and 
for content. �t will incl4de short stories , comic books , science fiction, horror 
stories, etc. 
English 304 (prerequisite English 202) 
Classical Literature. This course will attempt to analyze and discuss dif­
ferent types of classical literature - Poe ' s  short stories, Shakespearean drama, 
mythology, poetry, and possibly a novel. 
Communications (can ' t . )  
English 401 (prerequisite 3 years of English) 
This course will deal entirely with writing of all kinds - themes ,  summaries, 
resume ' s ,  critiques , research papers,  etc. Those seniors planning to go to college 
should take this course as it will be similar to a college freshman composition 
course. 
English 402 (prerequisite English 401) 
This course is a continuation of English 401. It is also for seniors only. 
French 101 
This course is an introduction to the French language,  the French people, and 
their customs. It will develope skills in reading, writing , listening and speaking. 
French 102 (prerequisite French 101) 
A continuation of French 101. 
Speech 301 
This speech course will be an introductory course in the fundamentals of speech 
making . The subject matter will include making speeches,  oral interpretation, oral 
reading, radio and T.V.  work, debate, discussion, and drama. 
Speech 302 
Subject matter comparable to Speech 301. 
Social Studies 
U . S .  History 301 
Early Indians until end of Civil War. This course covers early Indian tribes, 
the early explorers and the settlement of the new world. Also we cover the U . S .  
Constitution and the U . S .  Flag, all the major wars starting with the American 
Revolution, War of 1812, Texas Revolution, Mexican War and the Civil War. The 
Presidencies and discussion along with rise of political parties and the problems 
of economics, slavery and sectionalism. The semester ends with the assassination 
of Abraham Lincoln and the surrender of Lee to Grant at Appomatox in 1865. 
U . S .  History 302 
302 begins with the Reconstruction and Andrew Johnson and carries on through 
the Wild West with the rise of the Ku Klux Klan; the end of the Indians , the rise 
of politics, immigration, labor unions, mechanization corporations , the Great 
Depression, WW I and II, cold war politics, Korean, Vietnam, the space age and 
the social and 
U . S .  History 302 �con' t.l_ 
cultural changes of the 40 ' 5 ,  SO ' s ,  6 0 ' s ,  and 7 0 ' s .  The last part of the course 
takes in the Illinois Constitution and the Australian Ballot. The ebove course 
is a state requirement for graduation. 
World Geog!aphy 201 
This course takes in the s tudy of man and his environment ,  the physical aspects 
of the world. The course then studies the countries of Aust�alia, Mexico, Central 
and South America and the continent of Europe. 
World Geography 202 
This course begins with the study of Asia, N6rth America, Canada, and Africa. 
In the study of Geogtaphy 201 and 202, map worksheets,  bodies of water, climates 
and culture are all contents of the courses. 
�orld History 201 
This course involves the study of man from his early beginning during prehis­
toric times, the great civilizations of the Nile, the Indies , Tigris Euphrates, and 
the Yangtze valleys. Next comes the great civilizations of the Greeks, Per�ians, 
and the Romans . The advent of Christianity as the Roman Empire falls. The next 
phase of the course deals with the world of the Middle Ages, studying about Feudal 
Lords and the churchmen. The countries studied are France, Germany, England, Spain, 
and Italy. The crusades upon the Ottomen Empire, the effects of politics, social 
customs, trade routes. Nationalism, problems of the church, its rise to prominence 
and them its decline. We then move to the Byzantine Empire, the cultures of Africa, 
Russia, and the Mogol Empire, and then the American Indians. 
Then the emergence of Modern Europe, wit� the Renaissance and the famous people 
who brought arts, new inventions , and medicine. The travel of the great explo:.ers, 
colonization of the new world. 
The next area of s tudy will be with the enlightment revolution, and reaction in 
England, Spain, and Germany of the old world. In the new world, the American �evo� 
lution takes place, also the French and the peoples of Latin American countries 
struggle for their freedom from European powers,  also the rule of Napoleon and the 
impact of the Industrial Revolution. 
World History 202 
This course deals with the unification of Eurppe, the power asserted by Germany, 
the Ottoman Empire, and the autocracy of Russia. The advent of Imperialism in the 
countries of Africa, India, the Far East,  and Latin America. Then comes WW I which 
was to drastically alter history with the creation of new Europe. Also, we will 
study the new sciences , and technology of the industrialized nations, along with the 
influence of society, education and religion. Then comes the Revolution in Russ�a, 
the rise and fall of Hitler ' s  Third Reich, and Toj o ' s  Imperalistic Japan and the 
greatest war of mankind, WW II.  
Then we move to the Atomic Age with the effects of  the cold war and the rise of 
the United States as the greatest nation on earth. 
Social Studies (con ' t .) 
Psychology 301 
Psychology is the s tudy 
both internal and external.  
may �ause different forms of 
when and if possible. 
Sociology 302 
of human behavior and the brain according to pressure 
The course includes the psychological disorders that 
phychosis and neurosis and their affects and cures 
Sociology is the study of man and his culture and social groups .  The way 
people fit into society and their culture. The subject also deals with group 
behavior, man' s  value system and changes in his beliefs and values.  
Specialty History 301 
Primeval ManT This course begins with an anthropological study of man in his 
early, early stages and progresses into the classical era. 
Specialty History 302 
Medieval Culture and Modern Technology. The first nine weeks of this course 
covers the cultures of Barbarian Europe, Pre-Columbian Indians and Eskimos . The 
second nine weeks dwells on inventions and how they effect the individual such as 
warfare and exploration. 
Consumers Education 401 
The following topics will be given consideration in this course: economics ,  
the market ,  credit, money management, insurance protection, housing needs , and 
buying guides as well as other short topics that apply to the consumer. 
Mathematics 
Math 101 
This course is a review of addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division 
of whole numbers, decimals , and fractions . Also, the review of equations and for­
mulas . 
Math 102 
This course includes the review of ratio and proportion, measurement, plane 
figures, consumer skills and solids. 
Pre-Algebra 101 
Pre-Algebra 101 (con ' t .) 
and symbols of mathematics,  numbers, functions , and number pairs, variable 
expressions , sentences , open sentences , operations , axioms and equations. 
Pre-Algebra 102 (prerequisite Pre-Algebra 101) 
This course considers equations and problem solving, negative numbers, addition 
and subtraction of directed nu�bers, multiplication and division of directed numbers, 
solving equations , and inequalities, and addition and subtraction of polynomials, 
multiplication and division of polynomials. 
Algebra 101 
This course considers uses of algebra, operations on real numbers, sentences 
and problem solving, graphing relations and linear functions and systems of sen­
tences. 
Algebra 102 (prerequisite Algebra 101) 
This course considers exponents and radicals, polynomials and factors, quad­
ratic functions and equations , rational expression, and using rational expressions. 
�ometry 201 (prerequisite Algebra 104) 
This course considers fundamental ideas and terms , fundamental definitions, 
assumptions and theorems , use of fundamental facts and ideas in proof, proof and 
application of theorems about triangles, paralell lines, polygons , circles and 
quadralaterals; 
Geometry 202 (prerequisite Geometry 201) 
This course considers circles, measurement of angles in circles, indirect 
proof and inequalities, locus, ratio and proportion, similar polygons , and 
numerical trigonometry and other means of indirect measurement. 
Algebra 301 (prerequisite Geometry 202) 
This course considers systems of numbers, polynomials and factoring, rat ional 
expressions and coordinate geometry. 
Algebra 302 (prerequisite Algebra 301) 
This course considers relations and functions, quadratic functions, systems of 
sentences , real exponents ,  and logarithimic functions . 
Mathematics (con ' t .) 
Math 401 (prerequisite Algebra 302) 
This course considers mathematical methods , the number system, polynomials, 
algebraic fractions, exponents and radicals, equations, and vectors matrices . 
Math 402 (prere9ui�ite Math 401) 
This course considers inequalities, functions and relations, algebraic func tions, 
exponential and logarithimic functions , trigonometric functions, trigonometric 
functions of real numbers.  
Sciences 
Earth Science 101 
Earth Science consist$ of the following units: Structure of a Dynamic Earth, 
Forces that Attack the Surface,  and Faces that Raise the Surface. 
�orth Science 102 
This course consists of the following units: The Earth and the Universe and 
Atmospheric Science : 
Chemis try 301 
This course considers the science of chemistry, matter and its changes , atomic 
structure, arrangement of electrons in atoms , the Perodic Law, chemical bonds , 
chemical composition, and equations and mass relationship . 
r.hemistry 302 (prerequisite Chemistry 301) 
This course involves and considers: the properties of oxygen and hydrogen, 
the gas laws , molecular composition of gases, liquid, solids, water, the solution 
process, ionization, acids, bases, salts, acid-base titration, ph, carbon and its 
oxides.  
Physics 301 
This course coi.�iders physics in today ' s  world, the content of physics, 
measurements ,  problem solving, nature , cause of motion, resolution and composition 
of forces, curvilinear and harmonic motion, conservation of energy, momentum, phase 
of matter, heat and work. 
Physics 302 (prerequisite of Physics 301) 
This course considers waves,  electrostatics, direct current circuits, heating 
Physics 30�con ' t..:.2. 
and chemical effects, magnetic effects, elec tromagnetic inductions, alternating 
current circuits, ar.d electronic devices . 
Bi.ology �01 
Biology 201 begins each fall with the study of insects.  A collection is re­
quired. After the study of insects chapters 1-17 are covered in the textbook. 
Biology 202 (prerequisite Biology 201) 
�his course begins with chapter 18 in the textbook and continues as far as time 
per[Ilits. 
Biology 301 (prere9.!!_isite Biology 202) 
This course involves chapters 1 - 8 in the textbook, Biology Living System�, 
with an emphasis on lab work. About six weeks of the course are spent on the study 
of heredity. 
Riology 302 (prerequisite Biology 301) 
This course is devoted mainly to the s tudy of the human body and its function. 
During this time a cat is dissected and a comparison of it to man is made. 
Business Ed�cation 
Typing 201 
This course is designed to develop basic skills for both personal and vocational 
use. Timed typings will be given to test typing proficiency in typing paragraphs, 
s�ntences , etc, 
J�oing 202 (prerequisite Typing 201) 
This course is a continuation of 201 . In addition to timed typings, the 
introduction to typing memos,  personal letters, business letters, book reports, 
term papers and envelopes . A proficiency of typing 40 words per minute is required 
to pass. 
Advanced Typing 301 (prerequisite Typing 202) 
This course is vocational and is designed to help students prepare for a 
busi.ness career. Students in this class are juniors and/or seniors , There is 
a great deal of emphasis on typing many different kinds of business forms and 
documents; more on different kinds of business letters; we stress proofreading ; 
:i.roproving words per minute and accuracy; typing jobs that would be found in an 
offi.ce. 
Business Education (con' t . )  
Office Machi�302 (prerequisite Advanced Typing 301) 
This course is offered the second semester after advanced typing . It is a 
combination of typing and office machines operatiorts ; Among the machines we cover 
are: electronic calculators, ten key adding machine, printing calculator. There 
is also typing along with a typing practice set that must be completed. 
Shorthand 301 (.e.rercquisite TypitlS.l.02) 
Shorthand is meant to help students become competent in the skills, knowledge 
and attitudes that will �nable them to enter beginning stenographers jobs. Short­
hand is a vocational course and is usually limited to juniors . The s tudents that 
take shorthand must have at least a "C" in English. We use a textbook along with 
a workbook. There is homework every night plus tests every day. W� try to develop 
skills, to �� accurately and quickly shorthand, to wrtte accurately and quickly 
shorthand, to transcribe accurat?ty and quickly on the typewriter in letter form, 
to improve further a proofreading skills. 
�hand 302 (prereguis:lte Sho.rthand 3012 
This course is a continuation of Shorthand 301. 
Off ice Practice 401 (prerequisite Shorthand 302) 
This course covers , alphabetic filing system, use of telephone, receptionists 
duties, mailing, dictation in an office, typing in an office, etc. This class is 
designed to refine and shape skills the students will need to work in an office. 
There is an option of receiving 1 or 2 credits for this course. If the student 
chose to work as a student secretary to the faculty they may receive 2 full credits; 
if not 1 credit is earned. 
Office Practice 402 (prerequisite Office Practice 401) 
This course is a continuation of Office Practice 401. 
J!ookkeeping 401 
This course is offered for one year only so it is limited to seniors. Besides 
the book and workbook, we have two projects and one practice set during the year. 
They must be familiar with assets, liabilities, capital, revenue, and expenses.  
They must know how to handle business papers used in bookkeeping; we also have a 
certain amount of business math to cover. 
Agriculture 
�griculture 101 
This is a course dealing with animal science, FFA, parliamentary procedure, 
feed and nutrition. Record keeping is also included and a supervi.sed experienced 
program is required • 
.Agriculture 102 (prerequisite Ag. 101) 
This course deals with crop produc�1on, tillage, methods, and woodworking. 
Advanced Agriculture Occupations 201 (prerequisite Ag. 102) 
A basic course in agriculture relating to both farming and agribusiness.  It 
will further involve Animal Science with an emphasis on reproduction. There will 
also be a unit on beginning welding. 
Advanced Agriculture Occupations 202 (prerequisite Ag·. 201) 
A course with advanced farm. mechanics,  farm construction, tune up repair, 
multi cylinder engines .  Also harvesting and storing grain, record keeping and 
parliamentary procedure. 
Conservation 301 (prereguisite Ag. 202) 
This course will cover soil conservation, pond planning , hunting safety, 
surveying, and energy conservation. 
Agricu!�ure Business Management 302 (prerequisite Ag. 202) 
This course cons ists of Ag. law, taxes, financing , Ag. pricing , supply and 
demand, contracts and maintenance • 
.t.griculture Power and Mechanics 303 (prerequisite Ag. 202) 
Planned learning experiences designed to cover selection, operation and repair 
of engines and drive trains. Also experience in farm construction. 
Agriculture Power and Mechanics 304 (prerequisite Ag. 303) 
The course is a continu�tion of Agriculture Power and Mechanics 303. 
Coope�ative Occupational Education 301 
A work experience program with on the job training for vocationally oriented 
persons. One classroom period covering taxes, employee-employer relationships 
and budgeting money . 
Agriculture {con' t .) 
Welding 301 (prerequisite Industrial Arts or Ag. background) 
A course with planned learning eXperiences in welding with c lassroom instruc• 
tion and shop application. 
Welding 302 (preregui@ite Welding 301) 
A welding course consisting of practical shop application. It will consist of 
project welding and build on fundamentals learned in Welding 301. Students must 
supply their own projects. 
Advanced Welding 401/402 
This course is to be arranged by the instructor, content based on specific 
talents of s tudents. 
Home Economics 
Home Economics 101 
This course involves clothing construction, total image such as grooming, dating, 
physical self, etc. also housing. 
Home Economics 102 
This course will cover nutrition, meal planning, foods,  food preparation, and 
child care. 
Home Economics 201 (prerequisite Home Ee . 102) 
This course will expound on nutrition, meal planning, foods and food prepar­
ation. Total Image and Housing . 
Home Economics 202 
This class consists predominatly of clothing construction� and child care, 
(nursery school) . 
Foods 301 
Introduction to Food Services and food preparation s tudying the various aspects 
of these areas . 
Home Economics (cont) 
Joo�Services 302 (prerequisite Foods 301) 
This course involves food services - laws and employment; more advanced food 
preparation. 
Child Care 301 
This course involves families, marriage, family planning, raising children, 
child development, problems in children, etc. 
�hild Care Lab 302 (prerequisite Child Care .301) 
Working with children, careers in child care, nursery schoo l ,  day care center , 
etc. Possible working at the grade school ,  in school nursery school program. 
Housing 3_Q} 
This course covers types of housing, decorating, planning a home, etc . ; 
refinishing furniture. This course is offered 2nd. semester following Advanced 
Foods 401. 
Adv�ced Foods 401 (prerequisite Food Services 302) 
This course is the study of food service careers, jobs, quantity food methods, 
food preparation, mDY work in the cafeteria. 
Industrial Arts 
Industrial Arts Orientation 101 
This course is composed of 2 basic areas ; graphic communications and woods . 
Graphic communication deals with drawing , drafting careers, drafting and graphic 
arts (lithography, letterpress, etc . ) .  Woods deals with the use of hand tools. It 
is an introduction to power tools. Working with wood from the rough board to the 
finished product is expected of each student . Lab work is involved in most of the 
above. 
Jndustrial Arts Orientation 102 
The purpose is to teach the metal industries and related careers ( layout ,  
cutting, heat treating, etc . ) .  Introduction to plastics and leather. Also, an 
introduction to power and electricity. Lab work is involved in most of the above. 
Industrial Arts (con ' t .) 
Drafting 201 (prerequisite Ag. 102 or I . A. 102) 
This course includes shop sketching, drafting, tool use, drafting techniques ,  
geometric construction, lettering, multiview drawing. Labs in each topic. 
Drafting 202 (prerequisite Drafting 201) 
This is a continuation of 201 picking up with dimensioning, sectional views , 
auxiliary views, pictorials, pattern development, working, drawings,  and maps .  
Labs for each topic. 
Electricity 201 (prerequisite !.A. 102 or Ag. 102) 
This course begins with the safe use of electricity and electronics, then 
science and theory of electricity and electronics.  This includes sources of elec­
tricity, circuits and power, magnetism, generators, capacitance, test instrument , 
pm·1er supplies, and career opportunities. Some labs for electronics and also 
electric wiring. 
Small Engines 202 (prerequisite I . A. 102 or Ag. 102) 
This course is composed of engine construction and principles of operation, 2 
and 4 cycle engines , fuel systems, carburetion, ignition systems, engine lubrication, 
cooling, tune-ups ,  and overhaul.  Each student is required to be involved in the 
tuning up and overhaul of a small engine. 
Metals 201 (prerequisite I . A. 102 or Ag. 102) 
This course begins with shop safety, then metals in use today, measurements, 
calipers, layout work, striking tools, chisels, hand threadirtg, bending, sawing,  
soldering, drilling, heat treating , annealing, and forging. Labs are given for each. 
One metal project is required each nine weeks. 
Machine Tools 202 (prerequisite I . A. 102 or Ag. 102) 
This course works with shop safety (test must be passed) then power machines 
used in shop , such as power hacksaw, metal lathes , milling machines, drill press, 
grinding wheels electric hand drills, electric hand grinders. The parts of each 
machine must be known by each student so proper safety can be obtained and the 
machines are not to be abused. Three projects are required to pas s .  
Woods 201 (prerequisite I . A. 102 or Ag. 102) 
This course includes shop safety, planning and designing , selecting stock, use 
of power tools, use of hand tools, clamping and gluing, and wood finishing . 
Industrial Arts (con 1 t . )  
Woods 202 (prerequisite Woods 201) 
This course is a continuation of 201, advanced projects, cabinet work, lam­
inating, wood bending, and upholstery. 
Advanced Woods 301 - 302 
Arr3nged by instructor. Content based on specific talen�s of studP.nts.  
Auto Mechanics 40L (prerequisite I . A. 102 or Ag. 102) 
This course includes engine construction and principles of operation, ingitions , 
cooling, lubrication systems , fuel systems, engine parts and classification. Labs 
are given to explain parts of an engine torn down and how each of the systems work. 
E�ch student should be involved in tune-ups, cooling system repairs, and lubrication 
(such as oil changes) and fuel system work. 
Auto Mechanics 402 (prerequisite Auto Mechanics 401) 
This course is a continuation of 401, areas covered are engine clutches, 
standard transmissions, automatic transmissions, drive lines, rear axles, frames, 
and bodies, brakes, electrical systems , and a�to body repair for small dents. Labs 
are given for each area. 
fhysical Fitness and Health 
The physical educa�ion program at Kinmurtdy-Alma High School is a coeducational 
program. The basic philosophy of the course is to introduce the s tudents tc various 
activities that will have carry-over value. Different individual and team spo�ts 
will be iatroduced. The students will be expected to develop their skills and 
knowledge of each activity. 
Health Education 201 
The health education course will be an 18 week program in which each student 
will be introduced to basic foundations of their total health. Within this course 
various social and environmental problems will be discussed and investigated. A 
percentage of the course will be dedicated to sex education. 
� Arts 
Art 101 
This course in art consists of the use of tools, basic pencil drawing per­
spective, and introduction to line, form, and tone. 
Fine Arts (con ' t . )  
Art 102 
This course in art consists of simple design, color, composition, value, and 
tone. 
Art 201 (prerequisite Art 102) 
This advanced course in art consists of still life, drawing , perspective, 
pattern design, and color. 
Art 202 
This course is based on independent work or preassessed projects .  
Advanced Choral Class (tentative) 
The initial responses of sound, texture, shapes and colors learned at earlier 
levels of genera! and choral music will be cuitivated and stimuiated. Heightened 
sense perception will create a clearet understanding of the learning process. This 
can be accomplished by sight reading and performance in all ensemble areas in two, 
three and four part harmony. This class would be by audition only. The class would 
consist of singing, appreciation, use of media resources , and performing activities. 
Band at the High School level is a continuation of the basic fundamentals of 
tone quality, tone recognition, dynamics, rhythm, range development, articulation, 
and sight reading. 
Class involves sight reading, preparing selections to be preformed at programs, 
school functions , and parades. In addition, students are urged to participate in 
solo and ensemble activities. Enrollment in High School Band requires previous in­
struction at the Elementary and Junior High level ,  and/or private instruction at the 
High School level, and be able to demonstrate a satisfactory level of proficiency 
before enrolling. 
Chorus 
Chorus at the High School level is a continuation of the basic fundamentals of 
tone quality, tone recognition, dynamics ,  rhythm, range development , articulation, 
and sight reading. 
Chorus consists of sight reading, preparation of various choral numbers for 
various school functions. Students are encouraged to participate in solo and en­
semble activities. Previous vocal training at the Elementary and Junior High level 
is required; private instruction is also acceptable. Students are tested for voice 
classification; Soprano, Alto, Tenor, or Bass .  
Driver Education 
Driver Education 101 
Driver education is a study of the motor vehicle, the driver and the laws 
pertaining to motor vehicles� The purpose of driver education is to learn to 
drive safely, efficiently, and enjoyably with a knowledge and respect of the laws 
about motor vehicles. 
The student should show a vital concern towards learning the requirements for 
a driver ' s  license and mastering the techniques of driving in a practical way. Each 
student must satisfactorily complete a minimum of 30 hours classroom instruction and 
6 hours "Behind the Wheel" training in compliance with state law. 
APPENDIX F 
86 
Information Concerning Emergencies 
poc _________________ �Date: _______________________ �G-r-ai�e�:-----------
-----· ne: Address: Phone: �--------------� ------------------� -----------
be r's Name: ___________Place of Employment: ____________ _ 
ther' s Name: Place of Employment: --------------------
iase of an emergency, how can parents be contacted? ----------------------
arents cannot be contacted , g ive second telephone number: ------------------� 
1 further information you think we should know such as allergy , convulsions , serious 
ess , etc . ----------------------------------------------�
ae of family doctor: _______________________ Phone: _______ _ 
ne of Dentist: -----------------------------�
nol Insurance Yes l\i'o --- ---
Signature ________________ _ 
